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FOREWORD

Operating as it does throughout the United States, with centers
in thousands of communities through which services are provided'to
hundreds of thousands of preschool children daily, Head Start is in
a unique position to identify families iri trouble. Child abuse and

neglect is one area of difficulty which seems to be of frightening
magnitude .among'our families from all economic strata, especially

, as it pertains to our very young children.

In 1973,-a decisiOn was made to assist local Head Start program
staff. improve their skills in dealing with problems of abuse and
neglect. One important step in providing support for the staff was
the development of the Head Start Policy on Identification and
Reporting of Child Abuse and Neglect which became effective on
January.26, 1977.

This Self-Instructional .Text.for Head Start Personnel on Child
Abuse and,Neglect was developed to further refine and enhance the
skills of staff members in learning to deal effectively with abuse
and neglect problems. The Head Start Bureau and the National Center
on Child Abu.le and Neglect of the Childrenq Bureau collaborated in
the creatiou of this text-;'' depending exclusively on the Region VII
Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Center for the writing and field
testing.

Although this Self-Instructional Text is designed primarily for
Head Start staff it can unquestionably be used by virtually all
persons who work with children and wish to become more knowledgeable
about techniques and aPproachis for identifying and reporting problems
of abuse and negiedt,

This text represents- the "starting point" for learning to deal
h the issues of abuse and neglect, and should prove to be 'a

valuable tool for those who are working-to enhance the quality of
life for our children and their famili-es.:

times L. Robinson

Associate Director
'Head Start Bureau
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Child abuse and neglect is complex and difficult subject, Not all

aspects have been clearly defined and accepted universally. This

selfinstruction41 learning text dogs not supply all the answers to child

abuse and neglect, nor does it spell out each Head Start program's policy

and procedures on child abuse and neglect. The following information is

_ended to serve only as the springboard for-- discussion of child abuse

and neglect in staff development and in service training sessions. From

these discussions, spetific local policies and procedures can be developed

and implemented.

This text has been specifically designed for Head Start personnel

for several reasons': First, the Head Start Bureau recently published

policy instructions on the identification and reporeing of child abuse

and neglect. These policy instructions require local Head Start person

to have a basic understanding of abuse and neglect.

Secondly, the National Center on Child Abuse and -Neglect requested

that all child abuse and neglect demonstration resource centers

(provide training to Head Start personnel. The Region VII Resource Center
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,,, complied with this reqdest by conducting a workshop for Head Start staff and

Policy Council members in Kansas City, Missouri, in May 1976. Evaluation of

the workshop revealed a very favorable response to the material which was pre

ted. Many participants expressed a desire-to spend more time discussing the

material, wised it could be made available to lll Head Start personnel and

asked to have morq4information regarding abuse and neglect in order to comply

with the policyr?

Furthermore, in.prEparing for the workshop, a review of the child abuse

and neglect literature revealed few reference materials which are specifically

n for Head Start, preschool or day care personnel. Reference materials

which do exist are found in a variety of professional journals and are often

written in technical language.

For the above reasons, our intent was .ttadevelop a specific child abuse

and neglect text for Head Start programs and personnel which would:

1. Provide the most basic and current information about

child abuse and neglect;

2 Simplify rho technical language found in the prole

sional journals;

3. -Be specifically written for Head Start personnel who

come from a variety of training backgrounds and

experiences; and

Include a reference source for personnel who wish more

information.
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The dividing line between abuse and neglect is often fuzzy; we have

tried to be as specific as the current state of research will allow. In

some States the law does not separately define abuse and neglect and in

others neglect is not even4ncluded in the law. Neglect is a complex

problem and can have different legal implications. There are many arguments

among' professionals regarding its difference from abuse. It is not our

intent to explore these controversial issues in depth. For additional

r.;72

information we refer the reader to the bibliography at the end of the text.

A version of this elct was. field-tested in Head Starts throughout Iowa,

Kansas; Missouri and Nebraska.

incorporated in'he text.

Their suggestions for revisions have been



LANATION F SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING TEXTS

This material has beef; designed as a self-instructional learning text.

Self-instrctional texts represent a new way of teaching-le ling which has,

been successfully used by teachers in public schools and colleges or Many

year

A self -instructional learning tex contains a number of different

rning methods., The information is pi-o_ nted in shorter concise units. -

Objectives are included which specify the information and 'knowl,edge to be

learned. Self- assessment items at the end of each unit provide an opportun-

ity to use the information which has just been learned. AnswersAnswers,to the self-
)

assessment items give immediate feedback concerning the accuracy of responses

which have beeomade. The learner'assumes an active role in the learning

process and proceedsto learn the material at his or her own speed and leisure.

io go

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE TEXT

in the most benefit from.this self-instructional learning text we

encourage you to do the following things:

1 ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN THE STIr ZULUS QUIZ AT THE BEGINNING OF,

EACH UNIT, Please answer each question. This quiz is intended to

measure the extent of your current knowledge regardinc material eon-
,

tained in the text. Answers are given on the page following the quiz.



2. READ THE SECTION ENTITLED "FOLLOWING THE COMPLETION OF THIS UNIT YOU

SHOULD BE ABLE TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:". The questions

represent the information which you are expected to gain from the unit.

READ THE MATERIAL CONTAINED WITHIN THE

ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN THE SELF-ASSESS UIZ AT THE END

UNIT. ANSWER ACCORDING TO THE MATERIAL WH HAS BEEN ESENTED IN

IHE TEXT AND NOT FROM YOUR PERSONAL EXPERIENCE. Then turn the page

and check your answers with the 4nswers which,have been provided.

The number' of correct responses you have given is a measure of youft

understanding of the information in each unit. If any of the. questions

missed, re-read the unit before continuing to the next unit.

. qUSE THIS S PROCEDURE WITH} EACH UNIT IN THE TEXT.



Unit

PoLIdY FOR HEAD START PROGRAMS'



*STIMULUS__[ tqz

Please answer.. each question -hey all relate to the policy for`-lead

,
prdgrams concerning child abuse and negleCt. After you have done this

the page and 'check your'ansWers.

1. T F

F

3. T F

4 T F

S

According to Head Start policy all personnel must report
child abuse and neglect in compliance with state and

local laws.

art
urn

Had Start agOncies are to admit to their programs alle-
gedly abused or'neglected children referred by apprOpriate

agencies.

Head Start agencies should start trea
suspected child abuse _ milies.

men programs for

There,is no need for a u c Start program to appoint its

own coordinator for child'abuse and neglect activities.

The main idea behind an orientation program for parents

is to hel- 'then: (Circle the'eorcect response.)

_ildentify suspected abuse and neglect.

Recognize that abusing parents need help,

mit punishment.

C. Become acquainted wish state child abuse

and neglect 1414s.

D. Learn more about abuse and neglect.

F Head Start agencies have an important-p.reventive role teplay
,

in relation to child abuse a7d neglect.



STIMULUS 'UIZ ANSWERS: Unit

True

True

False. Head Start is not to become a primary treat ent agency.

False. Each Head Start program must appoint its own ordinator
for child abuse aA, neglect activities.

S.

b. True

Explanations for the correct answers appear in Unit 1 and in the Head Start
Policy Statement which is included at the end of Unit 1.

FOLLOWING.THE CO ETION OF THIS UNIT YOU SHOULD

E ABLE TO ANSWE THE FOL 0 ING U TIONS:

10Wbat is the new, reporting procedure
for Head Start programs?

What is the policy regarding abuse. -and neglect

records in Head Start programs?

What is the nature of the relationship'betWeen
Head Start and cormluhity agencies?

!What is Head Start policy concerning the admis-

..sion and retention of abused and neglected,

children' In local. programs?

'What are the responsibilities of the Head Start

staff member who coordinates abuse and neglect

activities?

91s6 is the main idea behind an orientation
program for Head Start staff and parents?
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UNIT 1

-POLICY FOR HEAD START PROGRAMS

The Head Start Bureau has recently published policy instructions for

all of its programs dealing with PREVENTIONIDENTIFICATION, REPORTING and

TREATMENT of child abuse and neglect. It applies to all Head Start; and

delegate agencies which run the entire year or during the summer as well

as elcperimental or demonstration programs. A copy of the policy which was

printed in the January 26, 1977 issue of the Federal Register is included-

at the back of this unit.

This policY reflects the overall goal of Head Start which is to proVide

comprehensive developmental services to meet the basic needs of each child

and encourage the best possible delopment. Head Start programs involve

the entire' family, and there is much interaction between programs and the

par6nts. Head Start has had a policy for handicapped children the past few

years. The new policy deals with another group of children with special

needs: abused and neglected children.

The purpose of this unit is to summarize the main points in the policy.

,These main points are as follows:

1. HEAD START AGENCIES AND DELEGATE AGENCIES MTT9T REPORT CHILD ABUSE AND

NEGLECT,IN COMPLIANCE WITH STATE OR LOCAL LAW.

Many std =es require preschc,1 and day care staff to report sus-

pected child abuse and neglect. Th6y are mandatory reporters. In

other states day care staff are permitted to reported suspected abuse
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and neglecij! ufLii=Ag is permissive or voluntary, but not required

by law.

The new Head Start policy requires -the_ you repert all

instances of abuse and neglect regardless of whether

you are a PERMISSIVE or MANDATORY reporter, if your

state or local law provides immunity.

HEAD START AGENCIES AND DE ATE AGENCIES WILL MAINTAIN CONFIDENTIALITY

OF RECORDS CONCERNING CHILE) ABUSE AND NEGLECT-IN,ACCORDANCB WITH STATE

OR LOCAL LAW AND HEAD START PROGRAM PERFORMANCE STANDARDS.

HEAD START PROGRAy WILL WORK WITH LOCAL CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICE

AGENCIES WHO DEAL WITH ABUSE AND NEGLECT. THEY ARE NOT TO BECOME

PRIMARY TREATMENT PROGRAMS OR UNDERTAKE TREATMENT ON THEIR OWN.

4. HEAD START PROGRAMS HAVE AN IMPORTANT PREVENTIVE ROLE TO PLAY IN

TION TO CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT.

5. HEAD START PROGRAMS WILL MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO RETAIN ABUSED AND

NEGLECTED CHILDREN AND/OR ADMIT ALLEGEDLY ABUSED AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN

WHO ARE REFERRED BY CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICE AGENCIES IF THE FAMILIES

ARE ELIGIBLE FOR HEAD START AND IF THEY ARE APPROVED BY THE POLICY

COUNCIL.



6. DIRECTORS OF HEAD START AGENCIES AND DELEGATE AGENCIES MUST APPOINT

A STAFF MEMMER TO COORDINATE CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT ACTIVITIES

ThisTridividual has seveYdiresponsibilities:
ob

40To establish and maintain relationships with community

agencies which' are also involved with abuse and neglect.

These include agencies which provide child protective

services and agencies which have legal respensibility for

receiving reports of abuse and.neglect (for example, state

or local department of social services, county attorney,

police, sheriff or juvenile probation departments).

To inform the staff regarding the agency's procedure for,

identifying And reporting suspected child abuse and ne-

glect within the Read Stnrt program.

40To inform parents and staff of the legal requirements

regarding the reporting of abuse and neglect.

To. report suspected child abuse and neglect to the

appropriate agency.

4,To discuss he'report with the family it appehrs de-

sirable or necessary to,do so" (Federal Register, January 26, 1977,

p. 4971). ThiS sImply means you have the option of dis-

cussing the report with the family if You have a good re-

lationshipwitnthem_Insomeinetncesyou may not wish to

discuss the report with the family, particularly if there is

the possibility that the parents might become angry and

further abuse the child.



I To know which medical and social community resources are

available for abused and neglected children and their

families.

HEAD START AGENCIES AND DELEGATE AGENCIES SHALL PROVIDE AN ORIENTATION

PROGRAM FOR THEIR STAFFS REGARDING THE IDENTIFICATION AND REPORTING OF

'CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT. An orientation program for parents should 4

Also be provided which focuses on the need for prevention as well as

the need for protection for abused and neglected children. The main

idea behind the orientation is to get across 'the following points:

40abusin ent-= or caretakers need hel not Unishment;

that Head Star

child abuse and

ams la_ mayor role in preventing

lect; and that Head Start can su

efforts to bring help to abusin _and ne lectful families.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Office of Human Development
HEAD START PROGRAM

Identification and Reporting of Child Abuse
and Neglect; Policy Instruction .

The Proposed Policy Instrurition on
Identification and Reporting of Child
Abuse and Neglect was published in the
FEDERAL RECIRTER on January 20, 1976.
prescribing -Mstructions=on=the-identill--
cation and the reporting of child abuse
and neglect for Head Start and delegate
agencies.

Interested persons and organizations
= were Invited to submit comments on or

before March 26, 1976. Eight-two (82)
comments -were received from thirty-
seven (37) individuals and organiza-
tions In- regard to the Proposed Policy
Instruction. Of thirty-seven .437) inch-
viduals rr-,d ordanizations. thirty -five
(35; concurred, with the proposed policy,
accompanied by some recommendations
and comments, The other two (2) op-
posed the proposed policy on the grounds
that child abuse was rare and that re-
porting of child abuse or neglect cases
could jeopardize the trust relationship
between Head Start staff and parents.
Comments and recommendations were
generally -thoughtful a.nd helpful and
they covered primarily the following:

A. The definition of child abuse and
neglect should be separated and distin-
guished considering the definition of
child abuse as a "willful" act, while ne-
glect is often an outcome of environmen-
tal or educational circumstances.

B. "Suspected" child abuse should be
recognized as justifiable fdr reporting.

C. Head Start has already been play-
ing a significant role in preventing and
alleviating- the problems of chid abuse-
and neglect, and the proposed policy
does not fully -recbgnize this fact.

D. There is a concern over personal
protection from physical or mental
harassment that could occur as a result
of reporting.

E. The admission of already "eligible"
illdren on the grounds of abuse or

neglect does not serve the purpose that
the admission of "Ineligible" children on
these grounds would.

F. Parents and, communities need to
be made aware of the seriousness of
child abuse and neglect, , educated on
laws governing it, as well as informed
about agencies that are available to them
to help prevent child abuse and the
services Head Start offers in this area.

C-I:` There Is a desire and need by the
staff and parents for training and edu-
cation about child abuse and neglect
and the laws concerning this issue,

H. When the Head Start program is
located within the Jurisdiction of. an
American Indian tribe. the reporting in
accordance with tribal code should be
accepted on the same basis as 'report-
ing in accordance with State law.

It was suggested that the definition of
child abuse and neglect be separated
and clistingdished considering the den-
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ration of child abuse as a "willful" act,
while neglect is often an outcome of
environmental or educational circum-
stances_ The reari for distinguishing
the definition of the two seems to be
based on an assumption that abuse is a
willful act, =whereas neglect is not, and
that parents or guardians who abuse
children are more responsible for their
acts than those who neglect children.
Yet, neglecting a child can be just as
harmful in many Instances as abusing
a7.child. in coirpinionr-This--policy-re-
quires the Head Start agencies to- com-
ply with the State law in identifying
and -reporting child -abuse and neglect,
Since many State laws do not distinguish
the definitions of the two, it would be
confusing to some Head Start agencies.
Office of Child Development (OCD) did
not revise the policy based on this
comment.

It has been a concern to OCD that
th-e reporting of child abuse and neg-
lect may strain the relationship be.
tween Head Start a:. ; parents: However.
this distressing social problem of child
abuse and neglect must be dealt with,
and It is our hope that it can be done
without damaging the trust relationship
with parents. We recognize the poten.
dal public relations problems inherent
in implementing, this policy, but must
keep in mind the threat which abuse
and neglect imposes on children who
become victims. If Head Start did not
report a child abuse or neglect case to-
preserve a trust relationship with par-
ents, the credibility and viability of Head
Start may be Jeopardized with other par-
ents. staff members, and the public. This
kind of problein can be minimized or
prevented if Head Start agencies pro-
vide an orientation session for parents
where the ,nature of the problem, avail-

-able treatment-and-resources, and the
position of Head Start, can be discussed,
accompanied by the social service co.
ordinators working closely with the par-
,ents throughout the year. OCD made no
revision based on this comment.

It was pointed out. that the dcithis-,
slon of already "eligible 'children on
the grounds of abuse or neglect does not
serve the purpose that the admission of.
"Ineligible- children on these grounds
would. OCD appieciated this comment.
However, if this policy did change the
eligibility by allowing Head Start to ea-

,cept otherwise ineligible children, Head
Start would become a child abuse and
neglect treatment agency. This' raises
a series of issues in terms of the local
Head Start's resources and working re-
lationshili- with the State-designated
agency as well as legal 'questions under
the Headstart-Follow ThroWli Act. OCD
made no revision based on t is comment.

While we concur with tlf6 desirability
of 'requiring reporting of -"suspected"
child abuse and neglect, the reporting
laws of several.States do not mandate or
authorize the making -of reports on the
basis of evidence of abuse and neglect
which arouses only a suspicion. In such
States the reporting statute would not
grant immunity fromocivil and criminal
liability to* a reporter who based his re-

port on suspicion. This policy, therefore,
even though it requires reports by Head
Start agencies and personnel in-all cases
reportable under State or local laws,
whether mandatory or voluntary, does
not impose- a universal duty to report
suspected child abuse and neglect. Thus,
the phrase, "child abuse and neglect,"
as userl herein, refers to bah the defl=
nition of abuse and neglect under ali-
pliCatile State law, and the evidentiary
standard required for reporters under
111/licableStatelaw770CD nig-cle no

change based on this comment.
The following changes have been made

on the Proposed Policy-Instruction based
on thes-) comments,.

A. "Applicable"' is added imfuediately
before "State ", and "localt1 is added im-
mediately- rafter "State". where appro-
priate, to allow Indian tribes who (lc, not
follow the State laws to report in accord-
ance with the tribal code.

B: The last paragraph of Section N-30=
356-1-30. PolicyA. General provisions,
was revised to recognize the role that
Head Start has been playing In prevent-
ing child abuse and neglect.

C. Training. (2) under B. Special pro
visions, was strengthened to make com-
munities aware of the seriousness of
child abuse and neglect and to accommo-
date the needs and wants for training,
by "the Head Start staff members and
parents, in child abuse and neglect.

This policy instruction is published
pursuant to the requirements of section
517(d)., Title' V, EconoMie OPportAtity
Act of 1964, as amended by section 8(0.)
of the Headstart, Economic Opportunity,
and Community Partnership Act 010..1974.

The National Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect has been established in the
Office and Child Development to imple-
ment the Child -Abuse Prevention and
Treatment'Act ("the Act") , Pub. L. 93-
247. Although Head Start is mot specially
affected by the new child abuse and
neglect Act, the 'establishment of the Na-
tional Center has increased our aware-
ness of the,role that Head Start can end,
in fact. ,has been playing in the effort
to prevent and identify child abuse and
neglect and find help for the child and
his/her family. Thus. the,establishment
of the Center and increased Federal ef.
fort in child abuse and neglect preven-
tion, identification, treatment,, and re-
porting have prompted a careful reex.
arrilnation,.or what Head Start has been
doIng..about this most distressing prob.
hem and development of specific guidance
to assist Head Start programs In deal-
ing with 4t.

States set different requirements for
pre-school and day care staff in report-
ing suspected child abuse and neglect
eases. Twenty-nine (29) States mandate
pre-school and day care staff to report
suspected .child abuse or neglect cases
and twenty -rive (25) States permit day
care staff to report suspected child abuse
or neglect cases: Therefore, Head Start
agencies need policy guidance In deal-
ing with suspected child abuse and neg-
lect cases. This' policy provides that
guidance.

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL. 42, NO. 17WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 1977
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Effective date: Tills policy instruction ter, Provided, however, that a parent or their own, to treat cases of child abuse
shall be effective on January 26, 1970. guardian legitimately practicing his re- and neglect. Head Start programs will,

lig_ ions beliefs who thereby does not pro- on the other hand, cooperate fully with
(catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance
,progrfuns No. 13,000 Child Derclopmant---

vide specified metrical treatment for a- child protective service agencies m their

Head start.)
far that reason alone shall not be communities and make every effort to re-

considered a negligent parent Or guard- tain in their programs children allegedly
itin; however, such an exception shall not abused or neglectedrecognizing that
preclude a court fr^m ordering that mcd- the cif ild's participation in Head Start
foal services be p. )vided to the child; may be essential in assisting families
where his health requires it. with abuse or neglect problems.

"2. 'Child: mean: a perSon under the 4. With the approval of the policy
age of eighteen. council, Head Start programs may, wish
,"3. 'A person,,responsible for a child's to make a special effort to Include Other-

health or welfare' includes the child's wise eligible children suffering limn
parent, guardian, or other person respon- abuse or.neglect, as referred by the child
Ale for the child's health or welfare, protective services agency.

d whether in the same home as the child, However, It must be emphasized that
.a relative's home, a foster care home, or a Head Start is not nor is it to become a
residential institution." primary instrument for the treatment
In addition, among other things, the of child abuse and neglect, Nevertheless,

State would have to provide for the re-
Head Start has an important preventa-

. porting of known or suspected instances and
tive

neglect,
to in respect to child abuse

Au-Tammy: 80 stat, 2304 (42 u.s. . .. of child abuse and neglect. Special nrovisons-1ff. Sta respon-
It, is to be anticipated that States will

N-30.-356-1-00 Purpose. This chapter
p

sets forth the policy governing the pre-
vention, Identification, treatment, and
reporting of child abuse and neglect in
Head Start.

N-30356-1-10 Scone. This policy ap-
plies to all Head Start and delegate agen-

-____cies that operate or propose to operate
- Full -Year or Summer Head Start

program. or experimmtal or dernonstra-
. tion programs funded by Head Start. some
This issuance constitutes Head Start local law, net to supersede It. Thus, the ular formal and informal communication

Dated: 'January 18, 1977,
Jona 14. MEM.

Director,
Of of Child Development.

Approved: January 18, 1977.

STANLEY B. THOMAS, Jr.,
Assistant Secretary for

Human Development.
The Chapter N-30-356-I in the H

Start Policy Manual reads as follows
a-30-35s-1-0 Purpose.
10 Scope.
20 Applicable law and policy,
30 policy,

attempt to comply with these require- .

menta. However, a Head Start program,
and delegate agencies that have not al-

In dealing with and reporting child abuse
ready done so shall immediately desig-

and neglect, will be subject to and will
nate a staff member who will have re-

act ip accordance with the law of the sponsibillty for:
Statein which it operates whether or not a, Establishing and maintaining co-
that law meets the requirements- of the

operative relationships with the agencies

Act. Thus, it is the intention of this policy
providing child protective services In the

in the. interest of the protection of chit-
community, and with any other agency

dren t insure compliance with -'and, in to which child abuse and neglect must be

r s cts to supplement State or rep' ted under State law, including reg-

icy and noncompliance` with this policy
will result in approprlae action by the
responsible HEW official; --

N-30-356-1-20 Applicable law and
Sectitin 511 of the Hendstart-Pol-

low Through Act, P.L. 93-644, requires
Head Start agencies to Provide compre-

__hensive health, nutritional educational,
social and other ,services to the children
to attain their full potential. The bre-
vention, Identification, treatment, and
reporting of child abuse and neglect is a
part of the social services in Head Start.
In order for a State to, be eligible for
grants under the Child Abuse Preven-
tion and Treatment, ,pct (hereinafter
called "the Act") , P.L. 93-247, the State
Must have a child abuse and neglect re-
porting law which defines 'child abuse
and neglect" substantially as that term
is defined in the regulations implement-
big the Act, 45 CPR 1340.1 (b), That
definition Is as follows: _State or local, law, Head Start agencies

A. "lb/ 'Child abuse and neglect' and delegate agencies must report child
means harm or threatened harm to a
child's health or welfare by 'a person re-

onsibla for the child's IfeaPh or wel.

-1. 'Harm or threatened harm to a
child's health or welfare' can occur
through: Nonaccidental physical or men-
tiff injury; sexual abuse, as defined by
State law; or neglectful treatment or
maltreatment, including the failure to
Provide adequate food, clothing, or she-

phrase "child abuse and neglect," es used with staff at all levels of the agenciet ;

herein, refers to both the definitidii of
b. Informing parents and staff of what

abuse and neglect under. applicable State
State and local laws renuire In cases of

or-local law, and the evidentiary stand- 'child abuse ancr neglect:
and required for 'reporters under appll -' e Knowing what community medical

and social services are available for I arni-
cable State or localJaw. '

N-30a356-1-30 PolicyA General Iles with an abuse or neglect problem;
.

start agencies and d. Reporting instances of child abuse
: ;-and neglect-among-Head Start children=

delegate agencies must report child abuse .reportable under= Stale law on behalf of
and neglect In accordance with the pro-,
visions of applicable State or local law, the Head Start program

a. In those States and localities with e. Discussing. the 7 rebort-----with the

laws which require such reporting by family if It appears desirable or neees---
pre-schbol and day care staff, Head Start nary to do so;
agencies and delegate agencies must re- f. Informbig other staff regarding the
port to the State or local agencies desig- process for identifying and reporting
'lilted by the State under applicable Staten child abuse ancrnegieet. (in a number
or local Child Abuse and Neglect re- of States it is a statutbry-requirement for
porting law.

professional child-care staff to report
b. In those States and localities in abuse and neglect. Each progAm should

which suc:i reporting by pre-school and establish a procedure for identification
day care staff is "permissive" under and reporting,)

2. Training. Head Start agencies and
delegate agencies shall provide orienta-
tion and training for staff on the identi-
fication and reporting of child abuse and
neglect. They should provide an orienta-
tion for parents on the need to prevent
abuse and neglect and provide protection
for abused and neglected children. Such
orientation, ought to foster a helpful
rather than a punitive attitude toward
abusing or neglecting parents and other
caretakers.

[PR Dec.77-2284E:Pod 1-25-77;8;40

abuse and neglect if 'applicable state or
local law provides immunity from civil
and criminal liability for goodfaith vol-
pntary reporting.

2, Wad Start agencies and delegate
agencies will preserve the confidentiality
of all records pertaining to child abuse
or rieglect in mean:late° with applicable
State or local law.

3. Consistent with this policy, Head
Start programs will not undertake, on
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SELF-ASSESSMENT UTZ,: Unit 1

Hereis an opportunity to quiz yourself on what-you
unit. Please answee each question. After you have done this turn the page

and check your answers.'

have learned from the

T F The Head Start policy will now require permissive
reporters to report abuse and neglect if they have
protection against- proqecution for doing so.

Z. Two kinds of agencies that are involved with abuse
=

and neglect in your community and with whom it is
necessary to establish and maintain relationships
are. child-protective services and

T F Once suspected child abuse or neglect is reported, the

hild must leave tie Head Start program.

4. Records dealing with abused.'and neglected children
and their families are to be kept

r.

Head Start agencies may initiate treatment programs
forsuspected child-abuse-familieS,

-
5. 17 F

6. The individual In-your agenpy appointed-to coordinate

child abuse and neglect activities has the following
responsibilities:: (Circle all correct responses.)

A. Establish and maintain relationships with
community agencies.

Inform Head Start staff regarding the agency
procedure for identifying and reporting suspected

'abuse and neglect.

C. Inform parents and staff regarding child abuse

and neglect laks. ,

Report susacted 'abuse and neglect to

the appropriate agency.

case's

E. Discuss the report with the family if necessary.

Know community resources.



SELF-ASSESSMENT lUIE ANSWERS: Unit 1

1. True stated. in Head Start Policy, page11971 of the
Federal Register.

2. Other agencies who also receive reports.

3. False - your Head Start program should support the abuted
child's continued involvement.

Confidential. These records are not to be made available
to the public or others not approved by law.

5. Pa - Head Start P2licy page 1971.

6. All are corre4 - Head S art policy page 1971.

If you missed any of the questio re -read this unit before progressing
to the next unit.

REFERENCES FOR UNIT 1

1. This unit has been adapted from Part III: U.S. Dbpartment of Health,
Education, and Welfare,l'Office of HumawDevelopment, Head Start-Program,
'"Identification and Reporting of Child Abuse and Neglect. Policy In-

struction," Federal Register, 26 January 1977, pO 19701.



Unit '2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCERNING ABUSE AND NEGLECT
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STIMULUS QUIZ

Please answer each question. After you have done this turn he page and

'check your answers.

-P Most abusers are severelylemotionally disttlrbed.

Neglect is most frequently caused by: (Circle

, the correCt response.)

A. Poverty

B. Social stress

T F Abuse is usually directed against two or three
children in the family rather than agaiftst a
particular child.

4. How frequently does neglectl,occur compared to
abU'se? (Circle -the correct response.)

5.

Abuse and neglect occur with the same
frequency.

±13._: Neglect occurs more frequently than abuse.--
-

What are the'age groups in which neglect is mostapt
to occur? (Circle the correct response.)

A. Birth to one year

Two td five years

C. Six to eighteen years

All age groups

Neglect is me
response.)

to involve: (Circle the corre

A. The younger eh d in a family

B. All children in a- family

TT. Most cages of child abuse end .p in criminal courts
of law.
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STII4ULUS lUIZ : ANSWERS :' Unit 2

False - only a- minority are considered emotionally
disturbed.

2. B - social stress

3. False - usually abuse is directed against one
particular child.

4. B - neglect occurs more frequently than abuse.

5. D r allage groups

6. B - all:children in a family

False - most capes of child abuse are handled by
social service agencies.

FOLLOWING THE COMPLETION OF THIS UNIT YOU SHOULD
BE ABLE TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWI

0What was the emphasis of early legislation?

OWhat are the age groups in which abuse is most
apt to occur?

What are the age groups in which neglect is most
apt to occur?

*What are thethe`two theoretical reasons for abuse?

What are the most common factors contributing to
neglect?

How frequen
abuse?

y does neglect occur compared to

How many children in one family are Apt to be-
abused at one time?



40How Many children in one family are apt to be-

neglected at one time? -

WWbat. is the intent of current-, legislation?

UNIT,2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION CONCE

Brutality toward children has been wieh rs for centuries. But even at

the beginning of the p--sent.entuny there' ere very few laws very few

.- ..

organizations which were involVed in looking out for the rights f. thb

child= The current concern regarding child abuse began about' thirty years

ago with ,a physician named John Caffey. Caffey wrote.ta paper regarding the

presende of a -subdural

,the, bones o

hemAtomi, which is a collection of blood underneath

the skull,'that wa s present in babies and often associated

mithJractures of lorrg'bones elsewhere in the body. He could not account

this, -hut. he did mention in his article-that the fractures appeared to be of

aumatic hature.2 In 19,62 Henry Kempe, thepediatrician who is perhaps

d responsible 'than anyone els'efbr initiating the effort to combat child

Abuse and neglect, skated in an article that the "Battered-Child Syndr '

was a reality F and present to a. considprable degree in ihO United State.3

BACKGROUND

This created a lot of controversy.



In 1962; Children's Bureau developed and. published a guide entitled

*iprinciples and Suggested Language for Legislation on Reporting of the

FhYsicilly 'Abused Child." Within five years, every state end three terr ito

bad adopted such lass. To make it possible to report twenty-four hours a day,

rnan3Y of these laws required that reports be made to the pollee.

The Child Abuse and Prevention and Treatment Act (Public Law 93-247) was

signed into law on January 31, 1974, in response to the need for a coordinated

Federal effort to assist in solving .a complex, nationwide problem. The Act

created the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect as a focal point for

Federal efforts aimed at identifying, treating, and preventing child abuse

and glect. Placement of the National Center in the Children's Bureau

emPasized its ern with child welfare and development.

7Fortunateiy over the past several years legislators have been re-

examining their laws and many states have changed their laws toward a

rnore e COKPASSIONATE and more HUMANISTIC APPROACH .4' There

has also been an increasing trend to provide rehabilitative.aud-,suppor
.

tive services to abused-and neglected children and their families. When

legal 41- is necessary, cases are usually f rred to juvenile or
5'Eamily courts -rather than to the criminal courts. Criminal penatties

cio t_tt e to help solve the problem. Juvenile and family coin ts have a

o-f poWers and e flexibility in :lealing with f lies

REASONS FOR USE ND NPR ECT

CriginalLy it was thought that-a- par

"sick;" This brought out the first theory with regard to child abuse and

n_egLee t Iri this theory the abusers often parent or- tat- akprs were

r anyone else who abused a ciiild



considered to he emotionally disturbed and psychiatric treatment was thought

to be the proper c Today, however, many people are leaning toward a dif-

ferent theory. That is,-,the najorty of people who abuse children are not

necessarily emotionally disturbed; they are just plain, ordinary people who

are overwhelmed by the complexities of life as we live it today. A minority

,of the abusers, about five to ten percent, are considered emotionally disturbed.

There io single reason which totally explains neglect. Like abuse,

neglect is a complex process, -and there are multiple factors' operating in each

family situation which alone or together may lead to neglect.

Several factors have been identified as possibly contributing to neglect:

Personality problems and (L ,iciences within the pa

Differences in child rearing practices.

Isolation of the modern fa

Pov'erty.

Y-

Sometimes,` the assumption

00.

oneously-Made that poimrty and neglect ar&

one-and the same. It is e that families living in poverty have multiple

-'--fivob, ems which place heavy burdens on them. These problems make it very diffi-

cult.to,provide the essentials children need on a regular-basis. However, this

do

child neglect and states that "by most standards, only a small proportion of

the poor really neglect their children.

uroaatiqally.mean'that a family is neglectful. Polansky has studied
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it would probably be more correct-to say that poverty places families at ,

ater risk for undesirable events to occur-7-one of which is neglect. One

believes that "neglect appears to be a response to social str

ften than not, the neglectful mother has no husband, is living on a

marginal income and in substandard housing, and

bf An atypically large family of children-"7

is espons

URRENCE OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT

ble for the care

Child abuse. or neglect occurs all levels of society - from the

extr'emely rich and t1ose in high professional positions t the e

poor - but it is more often reported in the lb

emely

ocioeconomic levels.

The pressures of unemployment, lack of money, unwanted children,,threatened

loss of a job---all can produce a state of affairs which can cause,a parent

or caretaker -to lose control, and abuse or neglect his or her child.

Usually abuse ie directed toward only one child in the family. Roughly-.

ene -third of reported cases of abusdd children are under the age of one year

and approximately --thirds of reported cases of abused children are under

the age of five years. The frequency. of reported cases of abuse in the school

age child increases when school teachers are required-to report

Neglect usually- ,involves all children in a family and extends across

every age group. Like abuse,_the numbers _f confirmed cases of negiect are

:apt to be gross underestiliaces of the actual neglect which is occurring. Most

professionals feel neglect occurs with much greater frequency than abuse.

Estimates of the ratio of neglect to abuse have ranged-from ten -to -one to

three-to-one.



*SELFASS UTZ:

Please answer. each question. After you have done

check your answers.

1

1 turn the page and

The original state laws against child abuse and neglect

mainly emphasize the PUN I SHMENT/REHAB IL ITAT ION ,

of the parents. (Circle the correct response.)

Many of the current lasts are intended to PUN I SH/FIELP
families. (Circle the correct response.)

If.there are three children in a family how many are
likely to be abused at one (Circle thecerrect.'

resporise.)

A. One

B. Two

C. All three

D. Not possible to say

1-41 a proportion of abused children are:

A. Under one year?

Under: five years?

T F poor parents are more likely !A] neglect their children.

6. T F At the Current time most child'ahusers are:felt to be
in ividnals who are unable to cope with life situations.

At the currerrt time suspected abuse and neglect cases are
motet often handled by: (Circle the correct response.)

A. \Social service agencies

B. Courts of law

tv iS most common factor which causes neglect.F Pove
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lirabEvAqquainlAylz ANSWERS:

1. Punishment

2. Help

3. A. One child

4. A. 1/3

B. 2/3

5. False - only a small prOrportion neglect their chi dr2n.

True

. A. Social service agencies

8. False - several factors contribute to neglect.

DE you missed any of the questions re read this unit before progressing to
the next nit.

REFERENCES -OR UNIT 2

1. This unit has been adapted from Ray E. Heifer and C. Henry Kempe, The

Battered Child, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1974);

Richard J. Cellos, "Child Abuse as Psychopathology': A Sociological

Critique and Reformulation," American Journal .of

43(July 1973), pp. 611-621; and Norman A. Polansky, Christine DeSaix,
and Sharlin Shiomo, Child Neglect: Understanding and Reaching the°

AOuide,for Child Welfare Workers (New York: Child Welfare Leaguc

cif America, Inc., 1972); U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Social and Rehabilitation Service, Communifty Services Administration,
Profile of Neglect: A s!IETA_Lia!EIi-101q1;1Lilitha,
by Norman A: Polansky, Carolyn Nally, andNancy F. Polansky (Washington

D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1975), p. 13.



2. John Caffey, "Multiple Fractures in the Long Bonet of Infants Suffering

from Chronic Subdural Heffiatoma,"
E2lEa132LtARYaSJear Medicine 56 (1946), P. 173.

3. C. Henry Kempe at al., "The Battered Child Syndrome, " Journal of the

American Medical Association 181 (1962), pp. 17-24.

4. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Human

9evelopment, Office of Child Development, Children's 134reau, National

Center on Child Abuse :and Neglect. Child Abuse and Neglect: The

Problem and its Mana-ement. Volume 1 An oblem

(Washington, D.C.: Governn7errt Printing Office, 1975), p. 30.

Ibid.

6. U.S. Department of _ealth, Education, and Welfare, Profile of Neglect:

A Survey_of the State of Knowled qtaL12111ILLEqLv P. 13.

7. Ibid., p- 11.

8. Ibid., pp. 8-10.



Uriit 3

DEFINITIONS OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT



Please answer each question. After you have done this turn the page

and check your answers.

1. T F Child abuse means deliberate physical injur
a child,

T F It is important to distinguish'between abuse
and neglect in order to report.

Whit is the most difficult form of individual abuse
to identify and define`: (Circle the correct response.

Sexual abuse

B. Emotional abuse

Physical abuse

4. T F. It is difficult to distinguish between abuse and

neglect.

5. Actions or
detrimenta

:a _as ofour society which may be
to the growth of children are termed

The three categories:of-abuse are:-
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*STIMULUS UTZ ANSWERS: Unit

False - child abuse alsoAncludessexual and emotional
abuse and results from action and/or inaction of the
child's parent or.caretaker.

2. False it is more important to report suspected c

3. B. Emotional abuse is less obvious than physical o
sexual abuse.

4. True - there a fine line between abuse and neglect.

5. Societal abuse.

6. Individual, institutional and societal abuse.

FOLLOWING T_ HE COMILETIONOF THIS UNIT YOU SHOULD
BE ABLE TO ANSYLRTHEFO

WI-lat is the definition of abuse?

0 What is the definition of neglect?

4,What are the three categories.of abu -?

eWhat are the two types of neglect?

Owbat are the three types of individual abuse?

0What does the term "institutional abuse" mean?

()What does the te- societal abusr" mean
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DEFINITIONS OF ABUSE

Specific definitions of child abuse and se31ect vary from state to state

throughout the United States. For example, in some states "neglect" is ex-
;

eluded from the child abuse law. Despite these variations a-broad definition-

of child abuse and neglect'is found In the Child Abuse prevention end Treat

ment Act, Tublic Law 93-247, which defines child abuse and,neglect as=

"THE PHYSICAL OR -MENTAL INJURY, SEXUAL ABUSE, NEGLIGENT

TREATMENT, OR MALTREATMENT OF A CHILD UNDER THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN

BY A PERSON WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CHILD'S WELFARE UNDER,

CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH INDICATE THAT THE CHILD'S HEALTH OR WELFARE

IS HARMED AR THREATENED THEREBY",

I'll this definition child abuse and neglect can take many. forms. Generally

speaking however,.

0"ABUSE" 'refers to acts such as beatings'or excessive punishment while

40"NEGLECT" refers t a lack of action such as failure to provide food

or emotional. care. , (In the laws of some states the definition of

abuse includes neglect.)
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The outline below will help to point out the categories and types of

abuse and neglect:

Abuse Categories

'Individual abuse
0Institutional abuse
Siocietal abuse

Types of Individual Abuse

ORhysical abuse
C Sexual abuse

GEmotional abuse

Types of Ndlet

OPhysical neglect,
OEmotional neglect

ABUSE CATEGORIES

There are three broad categories Qf child abuse: (1) INDIVIDUAL ABUSE.

(2) INSTITUTIONAL ABUSE and '( -SOCIETAL ABUSE.
3

USE is the category of, abuse and /or neglect with which we

in Head Start are most likely Lu be involved. It is the most familiar as

It occurs between the indiA_dual child and the parent or caretaker, usually

4
within the family's own home. This type of abuse is usually.due to acts

such as a blow which producesan injury, or it can be the lack of action

such as the denial of necessary medical help which can interfere with the

child's normal growth and development. Only individual abuse is consis-
,

tently defined in state laws.
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NSTITUTiONA1_ABUSE refers to acts or the rack of action occurring in insi -

tutional settings which fail to provide children with the material and emotional

Support needed for their development. "Such acts or (lack of action) may

originate with an individual employee of an institution, e.g., a teacher, a

child care worker, a judge. . or a social worker. These alts may also

be part of the standard practice of an agency or institution. Examples,might4

include inappropriate disciplinary measures, such as long periods ih solitary

confinement pr withholding of f_ d as cell as harsh physical punishment.

7
SOCIETAL ABUSE originates in acts or inactions 'of our society,as a' whole

which may be detrimental to thertgrowth of children. Examples might include

themdnimal assistance provided-to millions of poverty children who are

'inadequately nourished,.clothed, housed and educated.
6

Other examples

would include racism, sexism or governmental inaction which does not insure

,that the haalth and elfare,of child _nare prbeected.°

TYPES OF I IVIDUAL ABUSE

There are three types of individual abUs physical abse,

(2) sexual abuse and (3) emotional abuse. Not all states include sexual

abuse and/or emotional abuse in their laws

*PHYSICAL ABUSE is the most commonly recognized form of abuse. It refe

to.the act, or failure to act, by a parent or caretaker that causes some

physical injury or some_

)

future growth and development of the
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a

r,y state .laws also use the term "any non-accidental physical

injury" in this context.
7

0 SEXUAL ABUSE is a type of physical abkse and.ranges.from molestation which

includes fondling, exposure and.masturb a on, to intercourse which includes

i
,9

ncest and rape.'

OEMOTIONAL ABUSE is the most d: ypa of individual abuse to identify

and define. This form of maltreatment includes "the parent's lack of love

and proper direction, inability to aecept a child with his potentialitiei

well as his limithtion's
gce.

J(and) failure to encourage the child's

normal development by assurance of love and acceptance.
0

For example, a

parent who constantly verbally downgrades a child may be guilty of emo-

tion I abuse. The parent who c sistently'ignores a child might_be guilty

of emotional neglect.

TYPES OF NEGLECT

As indiceEed earlier, child neglect is usually defined as a parent's

or dretaker's failure to act,which impairs the growth of the child. Essen-

tially there are two types of elect: physiFal and-emotional.

PHYSICAL NEGLECT refers he failure to proyide adequate food, clothing,

11
medical, attention, shelter, care and superVision and protection.

-
Not

providing an opportunity for mandatory educatinp,,an defined by t law
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could alsebe included.

IDEMOTIONA NEGLECT is difficult to differentiate from emotional abuse at

,times. The terms emotional abuse and emotional neglect are, therefore,

often used interchangeably.

.

Fiom the above definitions of child abuse and neglect one can see

how difficult it is to draw a line hetweeniche two areas; however,

MbST PROFESSIONALS CONTEND THAT "RECOGNIZING A CHILD'S NEED FOR PROTECTION

IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN DETERMINING THE FARM OF MAITREATMENT INVOLVED".12,

THE SIGNIFICANT PROBLEM IS NOT HOW TO CLASSY IT,'.BUT WHETHER OR NOT TO

13
REPORT IT. Reporting procedures iU be presented l ter'In this text.



SELFASSESS ICNT UTZ:

plase answer each question. After you have done th
check your answers..

n the page and

d&serally speaking abuse/n.eglect refere to acts such
as beatings .while abuse/i1@il refers to a- lack of
action such as a failure to provide adequate food..
(Circle the appropriate words.')

What category of abuse are you as' a Heed Start' staff
person most likely to encounter? (Circle the correct
response.)

A. Individual

B. institutional_

C. Societal

What is the most recognized type of abose?

4. Give at least two examples of physical neglect:

5, 7 Emotional neglect is virtually impoSsible to cle-
cliffprentiate from emotional abuse.

6. Institutional abuse means:



*SELF-ASSESSME Z ANSWERS : Unit 3

Abuse circled, negliAc.t circled

A. Individual abuse is the most commonly recognized
type 'o abuse..

3. Physical'

4.' Inadequate food, clothing, shelter, care, supervisicin and
protection.

7
5. True

6. ActiondSwithin an institution or organization which are taken
=--neveryaccur'and which-depriim children of the basic easen-
ials for their development.

If you missed any of the questions re -read this unit before progressing to
the next unit.
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Unit

ABUSIVE AND NEGLECTFUL PATTERNS



TiLUSZ

Please answer each question. After have done this turn the page

and check your answers,

The three elements volved,in the ahusl. ve pattern axes

l) 2)

Which of the following characteristics are comMon- to
neglectful families? (Circle all correct - responses.)

Family confusion, disorganization

Poor communication between members

C. Personal or healthproblams of parents

Marked immaturity of parents

3. T F A child may invite abuse in ordet,to get atter

4. T F A neglected child becomes a neglectful parent.

5. Which of the following dhildren are vulnerable to
abuse? (Circle all correct responses.)

A. Handicapped

B. Premature

C. Mentally retarded

Hyperactive

What are some of the,reasons why it is difficult to
identify and deal with neglect? (Circle all correct

responses.)

A. Neglect is not included in some state laws.

B. Neglect is not as easily recognized as physical
abuse.

C. There is no set rule which measures when child
care becomes neglectfpl.

There As no national standard of child rearing
in the United States.

4 5



'T F If one parent abuses A ,ohild, the mate is of ten unaware
of what is going on.

8. T F Most abusive parents have unrealistic expectations
regarc4ng their children

`F The charateristfcs-=mf-7.e6e- mother/child,relationship9. T
in eases of abuse and fa lureto-thrive due to neglect
are similar.



*STIMiLUS UTZ ANSWERS: .Unit

1) the abuser

All are correct.

Tr! .e

the child a crisis

True- neglect has a tendency to occur in
successiVe generations.

5. Ali are correct.

6. All are correct;

7. False - prectirally always both patents are aware
of what is going on.

True - the parents expect their child to be advanced
far beyond laid /her years.

FOLLOWING TH OMFLETION OF,THIS UNIT YOU SHOULD
BE ABLE TO R- THE FOLLOWING UESTIONS:

AWho are the yulnerable children at risk for abuse?'.

11,What are some:'common characteristics of neglectful

families?

What is the quality of the mother/child relationship
:In cases of failure-to-thrive due to neglect?

What expectations do abusers have of their children?

HoW is the child 'viewed by the abuse

What are some potential effects of neglect on the child?

4 2
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AlliAat are some personality characteristics of the abuser?

kelihood f neglect occurring in successive0 What' is the
generations?

ADAat are some crisis situations which may Lead to abuse?

-.What are some of the diiiiculf ies =identifying and

dealing .with neglect?

talat elements are involved in the abusive pattern?

ABUSIVE PATT

In many abuse cases' tbere-afe three elements involved. They are:

THE ABUSER (Mt ST OFTEN A PARENT OR CARETAKER)

THE ABUSED (A'CHILD)-

IA CRISIS

THE -ABURR s THE PARENT OR CA ETAKER

Most abusers, perhaps forty to sixty percent`, of them, have a history of

?eing abused themselves or at least brought up in'str ct,familie_ The abusive
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parents are often isolated, move from place !to place and usually are quite young.

'Unfortunately, they. pick a mate, who ie. no greet help to them, , often' cone who.

'is'rgther paps ve. The mate us ally.knowslahout and ignores or even participates

in the abuse of the child.

The parents often have very
-I _,expectations of thei child They

-believe the child was placed on earth in order to satisfy the needs of the

parents andanot the other way around. It is not unusual for parents to expect

a three month old baby-to respond to heir needs at a particular time. For

example, the parent may want to play with the baby but it is either cranky

or irritable because it.is hungry, wet or colicky. When the child does not

e
.

respond appropriately the parent becomes upset and angry and may injure the

child at that time.

THE ADUSED - TUE CHILDREN

Usually there is only one child in the family who is,abused. The reason

for this is_ ten_unknown.

Some children are more vulnerable to abuse than others. Handfcapped --

children have a high incidence of abuse They may be mentally retarded,

cerebral palsied or have some physical abnormality. If you look at any group

of abused and neglected children approximately one quarter of-them have 'a history

of being "premature." By that we mean they have a birth weight under five. and

a half pounds. Premature children are much more difficult to care for- They

are often very cranky, colicky, poor sleepers,and they may be diffi

-feed. Adopted children have a higher incidence of Abuse a'S do hyperactive and
0

emotionally disturbed children.



IC is important to point
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out.that net all abuse is one-sided. In other

,words, it is not a beautiful little` chird and a brutal father or mother. The

children may be so difficult to handle that they irritate and aggravate the

parent to such as extent that he or she loses control. Often a child may

provoke the abuse in order to get attention.

Sometimes a child,is not Abnormal but is Seen by,the,pa en s to be

stubborn, willful and deliberately aggravating. Perhaps the parents do not

understand the child's normal developmental needs or behavior.

THE CRIS

r-
The third factor is the crisis. This is net the cause, it is just

the last straw: it is the trigger. It can be a relatively', trivial

. such as the breakdown of a washing machine. More serious crises might be .

loss of heat, or the loss of a job. The result, unfortunately, is for the

abuser to physically injure the -child.

Therefore, although on the surface it would appear that the abuser

suddenly loses control and batters the child because of a'sudden_crisis,

the real'reasens are much deeper and have

an effective treatment progr

_o be. determined in order th Plan

4

he family.

THE NEGLECTFUL PATTERN

Although we have labeled this section the neglectful pattern, not

enough Is known at the current time to talk about a pattern of neglect



meaning the specific elements involved within a family whLch may cause eglect

9
to occur. However, information obtained from studying-.neglectful falpilies has

been used to describe characteristics of actual and potentially neglectful

families.

Members' of neglectful fam12,ies communicate Poorly with each other as well

as with other families. In many _instances the families are disorganized, unstable,

and functioning at a minimum level of ability. A woman may havejimitedabili-

ties as a mother; families may face multiple problems.. In either case any Addi-
,

tional stresses and strains even those common to most young families may

be overwhelming and eventually lead to neglect.

Either parent may have personal or health problems such as alcoholism,

drug addiction, an inadequate persona4ty or other mental disabilities. Chances

neglect occurring also appear greater when there, a handicapped child,

a young teenage parent, a single parent family or a past history of chronic

delinquency or failure-to-thrive_i_nm_infamt_due_to-n%Lect--

Many parents who-have neglected their children have been very.imMature

"they are d4endent, unable to carry continuing responsibility, lack adequat
\

inner ontrols have poor or distorted judgment. -'characteristics we'associate

_
with failure to Mani The parents a -like children instead of parents and

want their own needs met first, before meeting the,needs of their children.

\
There are problems in the relationship between mother and child - an in-

,

ability to stablish a loving; caring and close feeling of attachment to a newborn

baby. This poor relationship continues as the child grows older and is repeated

h additional children. The mother -child relationship in failure °to =thrive

due eglect is very si lar 'to that of the abusive.paren . Failure-to-thrive



to neglect (not due-to an illness or abnormality ),is deser be(tas an

inability of an infant or toddler to gain height and weight at an acceptable

of:inc -ease because of inadequate or inappropriate diet acid care.

Neglect and fat dtdorganizmtion have also been found.to °coo fre-
,

tly:with soccesiv enerat ions, suggesting that earlier hardships and ex-

periences may have a negative effect on individuals and lea e,them less Abl

function adequately as a paten

As ferns the child is concerned: the effect of neglect may produce a

youngster who more likely to be physically .defi 'ent, intellectually at A

Avantage, and emotionally aloof, anxious, andchronically depressed - but

prone to become' aggressive and commit anti o ial,acts,-some of which are-

dramatically brutal."3

Part of the difficulty in identifying and dealing, with neglect Is that it

--ean---app -in- tany forms.- There is no established rul

e2E_Lctniitatwhich a child is not receivipwinimal level o

measures the

In

most communities neglect is legally defined by local- courts and the minimum eve:

ptab-le- are-will-depend on the community.,pattern of child rearing.

©PiE Ct1ARACTERISTIc- EUGESTIVE OF VARIOUS TYPES CR EGIECT ARE LISTED BELOW:

Abandonment

Children who are left alone totally or for long periods of time.

k' of supervis

410 Children who

. who engage in dangerous activities.

are inadeqoateV3 supervised for long 'p

Children left in the care of other'chilc_

ods of time or

sn too young to prote them.



Leek_of adequate.clothiRg and good hygiene`

Children dressed inadequately for the weather4or suffer persistent

illnsses like pneumonia or frostbite or sunburn that are associated

with excessive exposure.

40 Severe diaper rash crr other pei scent skin disorde

improper hygiene.

40 Children who aTel.whronically dirty and unbathed.

Lack medicAl or dental care

suiting ro

7:1-9

Children whose needs for medical care or medication and health aids

AreAl et.

Lack of adequate

40 Children who

Lack of adequate

education=

are chronically abs

nutrition.

om school.

Children lacking r quantity or qualityquantity _

40 Children who consistently complain of hunger or rummage. for ood.
. ,

40 Children who suffer develoPmental lags.

Lack of adequate shelter

40 Structurally unsafe housing ,exposed wiring.

adequate heating.

Unsanitary housing conditions.

Addi onal character)

$ ,

ics suggestive of negledted children and their

families _can be found' in Unit 5 Characteristics of Abuse and_Neglect.,



SELF ASSESSMENT UN.; ,Unit 4-

Please answer each question. After you have done this turn the page and

check your answers.

*

T Normal children are "a risk", for abuse, pa _cu
larly if seen as stubborn-or aggravating to the
parent or caretaker.

T Some children deliberately provoke abuse.

Name three ch sties of abusive paren

Potential of -cts of neglect on a child's%develop=:,
ment_includet (Circle" all- correct resiltonses:)

Physical defects

Antisb-cial behavior

Emotional problems

Learning problems

T P -Families in which abuseeor neglect occurs:usually
partidipate community activities outside of the

'home.

_Membere neglectful families communicate p oorly
,among themselves, and with other famil ea.

Neglectful/families are disorganized.

T F AbuSive p- rents a usually demanding of theitr.

.Children,



Which of the following characteristics des ribe the
mate of an abusive parent? (Circle all correct,

responses.)

A. The mate offers'little help to the abuser,.

B. The m46e could also be abusing the child.

C. He or she usually has a passive personality.

D. He or she could be aware the abuse is
occurring but ignores it.

10. Name two'crisis situations which might produce abusive
incidents.

11. T F Neglectful families-are sensitive to the needs'of their
children.

12. T F Neglectful families have more difficulty coping with
'multiplestresses than most families.
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ItS ELF-ASSESSMENT QUIZ ANSWERS: Unit 4

lz True

True

3 1) History of abuse,_
2)° Strict discipline in childhood
3) Isolation I

4) Frequent change of homes
5) 'Young in age

4; All are correct,;

5. False familieS do not usually participate in community
or other activities,

6, Trile

7. True

8. False --abusive, parents usually are unrealistic in their
demands.

9. All:are 'co ect.

10. 1) 'Breakdown of appliance
2) Loss of job
3) \Loss of heat

II.. Fels neglectful parents usually pay more attention to

their ownjneeds.

12. True i

, .

If you missed any of

\

she questions re-read this unit befo e progressing to

the next unit, I
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Unit 5

CHARACTERISTICS -OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT



STTITIELTIIK

Please answer each question. After you have done this turn the page and

check your answers.

1. Abusers have been found
respori&es.)

A. Distrust people.

(Circle all correct

B; HaVe been abused or neglected as children.

C.- Be reluctant to give information,

D. Have few friends.

Characteristics suggestive of abusive or neglectful
parents or caretakers include: (Circle all correct

responses.).

Frequent absences from school activities,

Lack of close friendships.

A history of using drugs or alcohol.

A reputation for irrational behavior.

T F A parent or child's behavidr may Suggest abuse or
neglect even without visible injury.

F The child is likely to'tell you who injured

F If a child has a minor injury and there are some behav
lAmal characteristics suggestive of abuse or negleict
shown by the childand/ar parent, the case should be
reported.

6. T A report ol(suspected neglect should be made on a child

who comes to sehool,dirty'.

F Abused'' children may shy away from physical Ontact with

an adult.
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8. Name three locations on the body where accidental bruising
would be unlikely to occur.

T F Broken bones'are the most common injury in child abuse.

10. F Bruising on the backs of the legs is most likely to be
accidental.

T F Behavioral characteristics, suggestive of abuse or neglect
shown by children and/or parents should be quite obvious
before a case is reported.



* STIMULUS IUIZ ANSWE115: Unit 5

1' correct.

2. All are correct.

True

False - the child most often protects the identity of h
abuser.

5. True

False - more information would he-needPd.

7. True

1) Back
2) Thighs
3) Buttocks
4) Face
5) Backs of legs,.

her

9. False - bruises are the most common injury.

10. .False - accidental bruising is most likely to be found on the
elbows, knees, shins or forehead.

11. True

FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF THIS UNIT YOU SHOULD
BE ABLE TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING UESTIONS:

81 What are some behavioral characteristics of abusive or
neglectful parents?

',What are some behavioral characteristics of children
who are abused or, neglected?
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°What are the most common, types Of injur :

OWIlat are some instruments commonly used to inflict abuse?

411Why is it important to nate the location, the appearance and
the frequency of injuries?

'What is the significance between the reported histo
the injury and the injury as actually Observed?\

y of

*Who should you contact if you see a child with an injury?

Cihat action is necessary if there are behavioral 'character-
istics but no physical signs of injury?

CHARACTERISTTCS,OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT-
1

It is important for all Head Start personnel to be AK- to recogniZ

the characteristics of abuse and neglect. Unless this -can be done, the

help which parents and children may need cannot be offered.

There are many articles And books which list'the characteristics (or =

indicators) suggestive of abused and neglected children and their families.

In becothing familiar with these characteristics it may be helpful to. sort

them into two general groups:

CHARACTERISTICS RELATED TO'THE OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR AND PHYSICAL

APPEARANCE DE THE CHILD.

For example, abused or neglected children may seam fearful

heir parents,,be uneasy about physical contact with an
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adult, or be frequently tardy, or absent from school. They

may have actual bruises or welts, be inappropriately dressed

for weather conditions, or show extreme behavior changes.

2. BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS WHICH ASE EXHIBITED BY THE PARENTS OR

CARETAKERS.

For example, parents may have little involvement in their

child's school activities, give inappropriate responses to

their child's condition,,, or demonstrate little understanding

of their child's developmental level.

WHAT MIGHT AN ABUSED OR. NEGLECTED CHILD LOOK LIKE OR DO?

Abused or neglected children are likely to share at le

the following eh -acte{istics:

several of

They appear to be different from other children in physical or
emotional makeup, or their parents inappropriately describe them

as -being "different" or Thad."

They seem unduly afraid of their parents.

They may often bear welt bruises untreated sores, or other skin

injuries.

Their. inj ies seem to be inadequately treated.

They.show evidence of ©verall poor care.

They are given inappropriate food, drink, or medication.
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- They exhibit behavioral extremes: for -xample, crying often, or '

crying very little and showing no real expectation ofmbeing comforted;
being excessively fearful, or seeming fearless'of adult authority;
being, unusually aggressive or destructive, or extremely passive and
withdrawn.

- Some are warylof physical contact, especially when it is initiated
by an adult; they become apprehensive when an adult.aPproaches another
child; particularly one who is crying. Other- are inappropriately
hungry for affection, ypt may have difficulty relating to children and
adults. Based on their past experiences, these- children cannot risk
getting too close'to others.

They may exhibit a sudden change'in behavior: for example, displaying
regressive behavior -- pants - wetting, thumb-sucking, frequent whining;
becoming disruptive or'becoming uncommonly shy and passive.

They take over the role of the parent, being protective or otherwise
attempting' to take care of the parent's needs.

They Wave learning problema that cannot be diagnosed. If a child's

academic, IQ, and medical tests indicate. no abnormalities but
still the child cannot meet normal expectations, the answer may well
be problems in the home -- one of which Might,be abuse and neglect.
Farpicular attention-should bogiVen to the child whose attention
wanders and who easily becomes self-abdorbed.-

They are habitually truant or late to school. Frequent or prolonged

absences sometimes result when a parent keeps an injured child at
home until the evidence of abuse disappeas. In other cases, truancy
indicates lack of parental concern or ability to regulate the child's
schedule.

In some cases, they frequently arrive at school too -early and remain
after classes rather than going home.

They are alWays tired and often sleep in class,

They are inappropriately dressed for the weather. Children who never

have coats orshoes in -coldweather. are receiving subminimal care.
On the other hand, those who regularly wear-long sleeves or .high neck-
lines on hot days may be dressed to hide bruises, burns, or other marks

r

of _.abuse.



WHAT ARE SOME POSSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS OF ABUSIVE
OR NEGLECTFUL PARENTS OR CARETAKERS?

They are isolated froth family supOcrts such as friends, relatives,
neighbors, and community groups; they consistently fail to keep
appointments, discourage social contact, and never participate in .

school activities or events.

- They seem to tr no one.

- They themselves were abused or neglected as children.

t
They are reluctant to give ''nformation about the child's injuries
or condition. When questio ed,'they are unable to' explain, or

IIthey offer far-fetched or contradictory explanations;

They respond inappropriately to the seriousness of the child's
condition: either by overreacting, seeming hostile or antago-
nistic when questioned even casually; or.by under-reacting, showing
little concern or awareness and seeming more preoccupied with their
own problems than those of the child.

They refuse to consent to diagnostic studies.,

They fail nr delay to take the child for medical care °s "for routine
checkups, for optometric; or dental care, or' for treatment of injury

or illness. In taking an injured child for medical care, they may
choose a different hospital or doctor each time.

They are overcritical of the child and seldom if ever-discuss the child
in positive terms.-

They have unrealistic expectations of the child, expecting or
demanding behavior that is beyond tie child's years or ability.

They believe in the necessity-of haish punishment ..for'children.

They seldom touch or look at the chiid..;.they ignore the child's
drying or react with impatience.:
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They keep the child cohfined -- Perhaps in a crib ox playpen --
for overlong periods of time.

I

They seem to lack understanding of children's phys :al, emotional,
and psychological needs.

They appear to be misusing alcohol

- They cannot be located,

drugs.

They appear to lack control, or fear losing control.

They are of borderline intelligence, psychotic, or psychopathic.
[,Tile such diagnoses are the responsibility of a psychiatrist,
psychologist, or psychiatric social worker, ...yen the lay observer

can note whether the parent seems intellectually capable of child-
rearing, -exhibits generally irrational behavior, or seems excessively.
cruel and':sadistic,3 I

T PHYSICAL INJURIES ARE MOST LIEELY,TO OCCUR?

You_ might wonder which typ6s of injuries Head Start staff are most'apt to

see. Some studies have sho. wn that the most common. types of physical abuse

injuries are ,bruise- elts,,scars, fractpred bones and burns. Ldcerations

and abrasions may also occur frequently. However, bruises by far are the

most common.

4)13_RUI5, are injuries
_

in which there is no breakage of the skin. The

small blood vessels beneath the skin break and blood leaks into
\
the

...., , - A
tissue. The bruise also changes color over time. -Initially bruises

are blue to purple and over a,period of time they change to yellow.

is very difficnit to determine tie exact age of a bruise.

of Bruises.)

See pidture
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WELTS are ridges or lump& on the body usually caused by a blow.

mai are _arks on the body .which are the result of the healing of a

wound. (See picture of Scars.)

are broken bones which may or may not be observed by

the.average non-medical person.

Ran may cause,redness, blistering or even pealing of the skin.

(See picture of BurnsF)

LACER &TIONS are torn and ragged cuts.

ABRAS ORS, are iOuries in which the outer layers of the skin are

10
scraped or worn away. `(See picture of Abrasions'.)

Any of the above injuries could be the result.of accidental Injury as

wellesebuse..Attdentsatealeaaing cause of injury and even. death for

childrenwof all agp groups. Hdw do you determine whether an injury was acci-

;dental or caused,:by abuse?
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Unfortunately there are no hard and fast rules; however, there are so-e'guide7

lines which can assist yoi ircd termining whether or not to report. The

guidelines include things to look for when observin injuries and when de

mining how the injuries occurred.

WhAT DO..1 LOOK FOR?

Guideline Obse Injuries)

("WHERE ARE THE INJURIES LOCATED? IS THIS TYPE Og INJURY WHAT 'ONE;WOULD NOR-

-MALLY EJECT FOR THE CHILD' -S PARTICHLARAGE GROUP?

For example, bruises on a preschool aged,thild which are found

on the elbows knees, or shins, even on the fOrehes would be

"considered normal for the Age group id most circumstances.

these bruise were found on.the back, genital area, thighSi-

buttocks, fade-or chebacks of the' legs, one sheuld be suspicious.

(See pictures under Location of Injuries.)

OHOW MANY INJURIES DOES THE CHILD HAVE? ARE THERE SEVERAL INJURIES OCCURRING

-AT ONE TIME? OR HAVE THERE BEEN SEVERAL-INJURIES OVER A PERIOD OF TIME?

The greater the number of injuries, the more likely abuse could

,have occurred, although this is not a rigid rni,e, In the same

manner, the presence ofma-y injuries which are at various stages

of healing could indicate repeated injury. (See picture of Multiple

Injuries.)
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411 AT IS THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE INJURY?

Many injuries are inflicted by =familial' objects -- sticks,

boards, a hairbrush -or belt .---For example, a stick or rope

could cause a bruise in a straight line. A bruin ght also

resemble the shape of p belt buckle, a looped electric wire or

a hair brush. A small round burn could have:been caused by a

cigarette,or cigarette lighter. Oceasionally in a small child

the lips may be bruised and infected or there may be a chipped

0
_

tooth. Th s might have been due to forced feeding on the part

of a frustrated parent. (See remaining pictures.)

4.THAT ND OF ESTIONS DO I ASK?

s for Determinin e In u_

If an injury is accidental, there should be some reasonable relation

ship- between how the injury happened and the severity, type and location of

the injury. One should become suspicious when the history of how the injury

happened and the appearance of the injury do not seem to be related. For

example, could a fall on the head produce bruises all over the body? Could

a child who "accidentally stepped into a scalding hot bath" have burns on

the_ buttocks but not on. the feet? In addition, is it reasonable to expect

this siwa 'An to have occurred given' the age of the child?
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The most apparent need,is to Eetothe child,to a source of medical care

if his or her condition appears to need immediate attention. Contact your

Head Start nurse and ask her to examine the child.

When any child has a physical injury you should simply ask the child

how the injury occurred. If the child's explanation seems incompatable with

the type, location and shape of the injury you Should not press the child fo
0

-additional information. It is unlikely he will be truthful anyway in order

to protect the abuser. You should also be aware of the fact that further

questioning may put him at risk. tie might tell his parent about the question-

,ing and this could possibly cause another abusiv episode to Recut.

Do not undress the child to look for additional irCuries. This is

unless it is part of your professional duties or responsibilities.

Pay attention only to those injuries you can see or the child voluntarily

shows you. The:nurse should examine the child fully.

IF THERE IS SUFFICIENT REASON TO SUSPECT ABUSE:HAS OCCURRED IT SHOULD

BE REPORTED. Whether the parents should be contacted before the report is

made is decision which needs to be determined :by your own staff and the

protective service worker. AS INDICkPED. EARLIER, IT IS OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE -

FOR YOUR STAFF AND TUE PROTECTIVE SERVICE AGENCY TO DETERMINE WHAT EACH MUST DO.
4
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WHAT ACTION SHOULD I TAKE IF j SEE A CHILD OR PARENT WHO APPEARS TO. VE

BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS SUGGESTIVC ABUSE AND/OR NEGLECT?

Behavioral characteristics of a child or parent suggestive of abuse

and negle are difficult to evaluate unless accompanied by some type of

.physical,injury.

If the injury is severe the behavioral characteristics are not that

impOrtant in arriving at a decision-to report. However, if the injury is

slight, the characteristics of the behavior of both child and parent as-

described at the beginning of this unit should be carefullycoosidered,___

If present, the case should be report&

s

Where there _ no injury, but the behavior of the child and/or parent

some of the cha -ract tics preViously,putlined, further obServation

necessary. Gentle'questioning may reveal frustrationson the part of the

-- parents.in handling-the-child or, rarely, confessions by the child of being

This would suggest further observation of the family and offers.

from Head Start personnel tolpe of help wherever possible.

WITHOUT INJURIES, CHARACTERISTICS SUGGESTIVE OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

MUST Bk QUITE OBVIOUS BEFORE THE CASE SHOULD BE REPORTED. Remember, you do

not always have to report a family in order to stain help for them. You

can help them yourself or refer them to a community agency to obtain the

necessary services. Prevent'on is theAlaMe of the Carte, .and it is better

to intervene before-an injury is. committed rather than after.



SELF-ASSESSMENT LUZ: Unit 5

Please answer each question. After you have done this turn the page and
check your answers.

The most common type of physical injury is

Name two common objects used to inflict injury.

Name two'areas of the body where bruising could be accidental.

4. Injuries to the
child who is a diffi.enit feeder.

or can occur in a

A child could not' have "accidentally stepped into a scalding
hot bath" if his were not burned.

6. The Head Start
has a physical injury.

should be contacted_i __e_child

7. What is the most appropriate action if there are some..
behavioral characteristics suggestive of abuse or neglect
shown by a parent -or child but there are no signs of physical
injury?

The case should be reported.

Someone should. talk with the parents.

F ,Some characteristics suggestive of abuse or neglect can be
noted during an interaction betweena parent and child.

T F Neglectful parents maintain regular contact with their child's
school:
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10. T F AbuSed'ch'ldren, when asked will usually name their abuser.

11. T F Neglectful parents usually seek immediate medical care for
their children's health needs.

12. T F Neglectful parents usually have personality problems.

13. Abused children may: (Circle all correct,tesponses.)

A. Be unduly afraid of their parents.

B. Show evidence of poor overall care.

C. Be wary of physical contact.

D. Assume the role of the parent.

14. Neglected children have been found to be (Circle all
--correcr responses.)

A. Delayed in development

In need of medical care

C. Unusually aggr=essive ,

D. Extremely passive



* SELPASSESSIENT UIZ ANSWERS : Unit 5

Bruising

2. Any of these answers are corr
1) Stick
2) Board
q). Belt
4) Brush
5) Rope
6) Cigarette /cigarette lighter

are correct.3. Any of these answ
Elbows

2) Knees
3) Shins

___4)_Eoreheatt_

4. Teeth '--- lip

Feet

Nurse

8. True

ona should talk with the parents:

9. False thpy usually have little contact with the school.

10. False rarely will a child name his /her abuser.

11. False they usually,put it off.

12. True

13. All are corr

.14. All are correct.

If you miss,ld any of the questions re -read this unit before progressln to the

next unit..
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Unit 6
.

REPORTING OF ABUSE- AND NEGLECT



STIMU US

P :ease answr each question.
:-

After you haves done this turn _a the page and
.. ..,-

c-eckyour answers.

1. T F The term,"i.- unity" in child abuse means your
identity will not be revealedif yoU report.

2. T -F The priilarpurpose of-child abuse and neglect
i`laws p to apprshe an abuser.

3. T F Early reporting oT abuse and neglect is encouraged
in order to temdve 'the child from the home.

4. T F A report is incomplet if it does not ident'fy. the
name of an abuser. 4

a

T- F Cda,crete evidence of abuse or neglect must be avail-
_

able befoxe a report should be made.

T F The success ofa Head Start program for -abused:and
- neglected children is directly related to the vela -,)

tionship with the local department or social services.department

T F An anonymous report of abuse's or` neglect.catiner be
investigates.`

GoodWorking relationships between HeadStart and
legal agencies can help to (Circle all correct
responses.)

Comply with natibnal Head Start policy

Comply with -the state reporting statute-

Understand each other's

D. Identify appropria__ cont ct'persons

E. Protect abused and neglected ch ldren
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*STIMU US OUIZ ANSWERS : Unit 6

4)

False - immunity means you are protected against
criminal or civil suit for reporting.

2. False the primary purpose is the protection
the child-.

False - early reporting Is encoutaged to get help
to the family--;

False often the identity of the abuser is unknown.

False 7-there is-no need to have concrete evidenc
Only reasonable. suspicion.

True

False - they are still inve itigated.

All are c erect -,

FOLLOWING THE COMPLETION OF THIS' UNIT YOU SHOULD
BE ABLE TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING UESTIONS:

41What information should be included worn a
report is made?

1DTo whom is the report made?

&What happens if you suspect abuse or-neglect,
do not report it, and the child is abused again?

What does the term "mendatory porter" mean?

41What does the term "permissive reporter" mean?

4,Why 'should reports be made when abuse or neglect
is first suspected?



C)What is the primary intent of any state _ 1

firWhat does the term unity mean?

1,11-1y. do some people not report suspected abuse

and neglect?

.Why is it important to establish a o d working

relationship with local agencies?

UNIT 6

REPloRTING OF ABUSE AN NEGLECT'

The most significant part of child abuse and neglect, laws which con

cern us deals with reporting suspdcted cases. There is much variation in

the reporting laws between each state with respect to (1) abuse and neglect

conditions which are to be -_eported, and (2) those persons who Ere requitedare

to report suspect cases.

YOU must -know your await state law and. the provisions in it in order

to be fully aware of what you have to do and what your attitude is tow rd

the law. The whole idea of an effective program f__ child abuse and

neglect depends on thL attitude of the people who are trying to comply

%dal that law
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will examine some general features of child abuse ird neglect laws

The purpose and policy of these laws encourage reporting, therefore:

To protect e child

To initiate prompt investigation

To provide, rehabilitative service

To keep the family intact

A(Not to prosecute patents)

The first and the primary thrust of any law should he the PROTECTION c

TBE CHILD. The second is the'ENaOURAGEMENT OF REPORTING'. We believe in

reporting and even over-reporting. Why? 3ecause -e'look on the law __

helping tool which will aliow tide professional to er, the situat
J.

before any major injury has taken place or before 7 has be

apart by all the motional turmoil that occurs,whei e is reported. There

should be no-hesitation in r eporting cases early, b'ecause it not intent

arty

the la move the child the him- unless he child is in danger.

On the contrary, after repertiug there- should he a PROMPT AND VIGOROUS INVESTI-1

CATION of the circumstances which led to the alleged abuse or neglect by the

responsible public agency. Thirdly comes the p ovision of RDIABILITATEVE

SERVIEFS,TO THE FAMILY, and lastly, o Dery important a p of the law - to

KEEP TEE FAMILY INTACT. This caa be done in most instances with an appropriate I

treatment program. in other words, if you believe that the law is on the books 1

,order to get help to a family, ther you will report and you will report

early, You TAU also get across to the family that you -ire there to help.



A reporter is IMiUNE (in ether words, protected) from civil or

criminal l i b ilitv if the report is rendered in good faith. The phrase

" IN GOOD FA ITH"

porter.

Imoui,tL, d

-cans there is no spiteful intent on the part of the re-

nt time all states have an immunity clause in their law.

necessarily mean anonymity for either a mandatory or

a permissive reporter. If,you do not give your name when you report, the
fz.

Asf' 'Jill still be investigated and obviously anonymity will be maintained.

If you do identify yourself when you report, your name may have to be re-

vealed although the social service and legal authorities make every attempt

to maintain confidentiality

MANDATORY AND ilERMISSIVE REPORTERS

Most s define who must report, Some of them are MANDATORY, erne f

lr the state of Iowa, for example, therethem are PERMISSIVE (voluntary).

are listed a number of health practitioners who must report (physicians, osteo-
,

paths, dentists. optometrists, pod-LIP sts, chiropractors, registered and

licensed practical nurses). There ra also social workers, psychologists,

certified school employees, employees of licensed day care facilities and

others who must,report according to the Iowa law. Anyone else.may

these individuals are called PERMISSIVE REPORTERS.



REPORTING PROCEDURES

Thee ire many -i ions and procedures in the law of how you go,

about repo ing. The reporting p cedvc- will also vary from state to

state. LOCAL OR STATE DEPARTMENTS OF SOCIAL SERVICES AND/OR LAW-ENFORCE-

KENT' AGENCIES ARE THE USUAL TYPES OF AGENCIES WHICH ARE DESIGNATED BY LAW,

TO RECEIVE REPORTS. In most states reports are made orally as soon as

'abuse is suspected and followed by a writ-Len report within a specified

time period. Reports in Iowa,,for example; are made orally to the local

county department of social se and followed in writing withinIorty-

eight hours.

'INA/ F(' E REPORT

The state law will outline Mformation to be included in the report.

In general, a report should contain sufficienL information regarding:

1) the identity of the child and his/her parents or

caretaker,

9_ the nature of the ladury;

3) previous 4 juries,

4) the status of other children currently living in the So

5) the present location of the child.

The report should also contain any other information related to the cause

=he injuries-and th,e identity of the person responsible for the injuries.
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REASONS FOr.. NON-REPORTING

Therc, are many reasons why individuals, both professional workers and

the gencral public, do not report., These 2easons may include lack of

knowledge regarding,signs and wrmfirms of n use and neglect, the belief

ttwf here are inadequate or diagnostic and treatmenf facil ies

,communjAy, or a reluctance to become- involved, particularly in court

tidings. Professionals who are class: 'led by law as mandatory reporters

many times do n t report because they are not familiar with abuse and ne-
,,

or their .legal reporan3 responsibilities.

SANCTIONS

2

In many states there are SANCTION ; (PENALTIES) if abuse or neglect is

suspepted but not reported. The saptions are usually classified as a mild

meanor which carries a Olne and /or mpri_ fit for ying lengths of ti

In a few states, including Iowa, individua1.s who suspect child abuse but do aot

report it are civilly liable for damages caused by such failure. This means

that if a mandatory reporter sees a child on Monday whom he/she suspects has

been abused but does not report if- and if the nhild is injured by abuse on

Wednesday, then the reporter car racially liable for all the futOre care

Zd that child if the injuries ai ti. This is baSed, on an article from

Time magazine (November 20, 1972, page 74) in which_a case in'Califo nia was

settled out of court for $600,000.3



TS ESSENTIAL THAT YOU READ THE LAW IN ITS ENTIRETY FOR YOUR

STATE; THAT YOU DETERMINE IF YOU ARE A MANDATORY OR A PERMISSIVE REPORTER;

THAT YOU KNOW ALL THE PROPER REPORTING PROCEDURES; AND FOR YOUR OWN BENE

FIT, IT IS EXTREMELY-WISE TO KNOW WHAT THE SANCTIONS ARE -- WHAT PENALTIES

YOU WILL INCUR IF YOU DO NOT REPORT.

ORICWITH LOCAL AGENCIES

As previously mentioned, the Head St =art policy regarding child- abuse

neglect states that Head Start programs will-work with local agencies

who have legal responsibility for dealing with abuse and neglect%

THE KEY TO EFFECTIVE REPORTING AND APPROPRIATE ACTION REGARDING ABUSED AND.

LIES IS THE NATURE OF THE WORVING REV.NEGLECTED CHILDREN AND THEIR

TIONSHIP WHICH EXISTS BEEWE:..;i THE HEAD START PROGRAM AND THE DEPARTMENT OF

SOCIAL SERVICES AT THE LC .,LEVEL.

it is ential that each organization understand not only its own but each

other Ie. 'Contact persons,( An both Areas should "be in order to

handle urcxpected situation emergentis which occur. The best time to

establish or strengthen relationships between local Head Start programs and

depa.rtmentg of social services is before the next r'epo

or geglect has to be made.

suspect-d abuse
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There are some areas which require mutual discussion and d-c ion-

ntakin;'" between Head Start and the -local department of social services. Two

of the most crucial areas involve (1) the reporting procedure from within

Head Start to the department of.social services and, (2) the extent of inter-

ulr.wing which ,should be done with the child and the parent prior to making a

report. Suggested questions for discussion are listed below:

',Once a teacher suspects possible abuse or neglect, with whom
should he vr she consult before a report is =de? Must this

consultation remain in the local Head Start Center, (e.g. nu,
social worker and director), or can the ;,'Ed Start Center con-

tact the investigative agency?

14If abuse or neglect is suspected, to who
child be ihterviewed prior to making a repor

eIs an explanation (..the injury sought from the parents
before a report is made?

OFellowing a report, what immediate measures should be taken

for, the protection of tie child?

should the

(Who should assume responsibility for care of the child during
the interim period once a repoTt'has been made but prior to_the
investigation?

f0Ar4 there any other atek,---. mutual concern?

IN SUMMARY, COOPERATION BETWEi.,4 THE,LOCAL HEAD START PROGRAM AND THE '

HP OPRIATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES IS CRITICAL, ONLY THROUGH MUTUAL

DISCUSSION AND DECISION-MAKING CAN THE REPORTING PROCEDURES BE ESTABLISHED

SO THAT EACH AGENCY COMIMIES TO THE rlILLEST WITH THE LAW AND AT THE SAME

TIME AFFO.d THE GREATEST CAR TO THE cum AND FAMILY.
Mi1=Sq59@.3.,
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'ALP-ASSESSMENT QUIZ: Unit 6

Please answer each queation. After you have done. this turn the page and
check your answers.

1. The. 'primary purpose of any child abuse and neglect law
is to the child.

2. T y Two important Leasons why people do'not report are
their attitude and their.lack of information concerning
abuse and neglect.

Which of the following information should be included
when you report a suspected case of abuse or neglect?
(Circle all correct responses.)

A. Identity and location of ha child and
parents or caretaker-

B. Current injuries

"1st injuries

D. Status of other children

If you -suspecL abuse or neglect but'do not report you
are r.ubje-.' to in many states.

-The term "immunity' as,applied to child abuse and neglect
means: (Circle the correct respolise.)

A. Your identity as a reporter will remain unknown.

B. .Yo4 will e protected from ciAminal to,. civil

C. Yoo have been inoculated against a specific
childhood disease.

6. .The term "Mandatory reporter" appears in state laws con-
cerning child abuse and neglect. What_ does the tccm mean?
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A '" "permissive reporter" is a person who

What types of agencies usually have gal responsibility
for receiving abuse and neglect reports? !(Circle ail

correct responses.)

A. State. education agencies

B. State health departments

C. Loc"al or state departments of social cervices.

D. Law enforcement -ages
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1. Protect

True

3. All of the above

4. Sanctions (penalties)

ANSWERS :` Unit 6

E. You will be protected from criminal or civil liability.-

A person who is required by law,to report uspec ed abuse
or neglect.

May report suspected abuse or neglect but is not required
by law to do 'so.

8: C.-. Local or state departments' of social service`
D. Law enforcement agencies

If you Wised any of the questions re-read this unit before progress
the next unit.

REFERENCES FOR UNIT 6

This unit has been adapted from material taken trom,Vincent DeFi'ancis
and Carroll Lucht, Child Abuse_ in the 1970's, rev, ed.
(Denver: Ampricsn'Humane Association, Children's Division, 1974);
Education Policies hnd Practices Re a din Child Abuse and Neglect and
Recommendations for Polic evelo ment Child Abuse and Neglect Project
Report nä. 85 (Denver: Education Commission of the States, 1976).

U.S. Department of filth, ueation,,and Welfare. Office of Human
Development, Offic:of Child DeveloRment., Children's Bureau, National'.
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Abtse and12filect:- The
Problemand Its Management. Volume'l: An Overview of ti Proble!,

(Washington, D.r Government Printing Office, 1975), p. 33.

"Decisions,' ,Time,20N8vember1972, p. 74.
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.71EATMENT OF ABUSE Al Nip NEGLECT



it.luLusAuTz
!

Please answer each que -ion. Aftnr you hire done this turn the page and
chch your dnswers.

T F Most of the cases of ai_;._1se .aad ne 1

severe injury.

2. T F Foster careJs'usnaily better for the abused child
than remaining in the home:

T F Mild chse of child abuse and neglect shefild be -*

4. T -F Most abused children are' permanently removed from _
their families.

What shoulebe the top priority of any treatmedt
program?

reportdd%

6

7. T F

What are two treatment goals?

1.

Th ere

families

occurred

standardi piurAm uttreatmenf for
in which child abuse an,,; neglect has

Name two c les of_ treatment ser-,-"_

the family,:,

1.



*STIMULUS C IM Unit

False Severe cases account for ten percent less of

reported cases,

Faisd - in most cases there is'no necessity to remove
the abused child from his/her home.

1

True - all suspected cases of child abuse and neglect
should be reported.

False the trend now is to keep the child in the home
under-protective supervision where possible.

Protection of the child the safety of the'child Is
the most-, basic priority of treatment'programs.

6. keep the family together. Help parents to find and use
more beneficial parenting approaches'.

7. 'False - all families are unique and require' ind -idualized
/treatment services.

Emergency homemaker
Parent-aide

I Ctisis nursery
Therapedtic preschool
Parents Anonymous
CounselAng or therapy
Foster care

FOLLOWING THE COMP_ LETION OF THIS UNIT. YOU SHOULD
BE ABLE TO ANSWF,R THE.FOLLOWING OUESTIONS4

4,

*What is Parents Anonymous?
1

y may the 'Punishment. meEhad be
of therapy?

an inappropriate

What ere ,Treatment-vals for abused children and
Heir families?

at t'eatment servlaes are available

_at happens if treatment

the family?



TREraciEla OF ABUSE AND =NEGLECT

PUNISHMENT VERSUS TREATMENT

Persons dealing with first cases of child abuse and ect'often

experience common emotional reactions.. These range from disbelief that parents

could mistreat their childre'il, to feelings of anger rage, frustration and

These are usually direAed at the parentsor persons responsiblerepulsloi

theichUld's
I 'I

neglectfui parents has received a great deal of attention.

are-
1,2

Therefore, what should be done with the.abusive or ,

The ire generally two views of how to approach those persons who abuse

3
and/or neglect children.

The elalatiMELE

mu3t be runlet-1d.

niERAM4C1,ERRQ

Currently, the therapeu

the following reasons:

views maltreatment as a cr e fd

views the family as needing e

reatment) approach appears c.ore.approp

Crimiftal prosecution may do more harm,-a _e the court process may

embitter the parents or caretaker, make them resent their ,Thi1dreo

andadd-Ti, their lack of trust in people.
4

which parents

e for

ttte,,the-parents may think their c lid rearing methods are.

atceptable. If they are convicted, a _icon term a suspended

sentence will seldom change their behavio
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Citrrinal prosecution rarely resolves the underlying problems of

the parents. Following release from prison, nothing will prevent

them from maltreating their children in the f &tore or having more

children whom'they also maltreat.6

If or of-criminal prosecut y also deter (prevent) parents

taking an injured child for medical car-0.7

IN SH IF ABUSE AND NEGLECT IS VIEWED AS A CRIME FOR WEIGH PARENTS

MIDST BE PUNISHED, THE ASSISTANCE THAT PARENTS OR CARETAKERS SHOULD RECEIVE

IS DENIED AND POSTPONED.8

DEGREES OF SEVERITY

'The results child- abuse r neglect range in severity from children

vho,are killed or severely injured to children who are mildly bruised or

9,10
simply ill kempt. Cases of severe abuse and neglect usually requ

hospitalization for treatment of an' injury or evaluation of the child's

health status. Eveh though the majority of child abuse'and neglect cases

are mild,this should not limit your concern or prevent you from taking

ap pr p lat action. By early recognition and treatment of mild uses of

-7.

huse and neglect, severe cases may be prevented from occurring.



TREATMENT GOALS

The rim- ry ur =ose of child abu nd neleet 1 otection

11
_of the child; any program af treatment must have-this as the top priority.

To achieve this ai- nr- objective is to replace the abusive or ne-
.

glectful pattern of the ebusing parent or caretaker with more rewarding

methods of child rearing practices. There is also the need to improve the

abuser's poor self-concept and reduce the stresses and strains in the family

which '-d o the abusive or neglectful events. 1 2- Therefore, THE OVER-RIDING

L IS TO KEEP THE-.FAMILY INTACT IE AT ALL POSSIBLE. Achieving these treat-

ment goals will require a variety of merit services.

TREATMENT SERVICES

THERE IS NO_SII)G THING AS A STANDARDI D ROGRAM OF TREATMENT FOR FAMILIES_
IN WHICH CHILD ABUSE AND/OR NEGLECT IS EXPERIENCED. Since each family is

1

unique, treatment must he individualized' to meet the needs of the famI1T members.

fitment services are also dependent on the resources which exist in any given

community.

Many professiondls believe that child abuse and _,ct occurs in

families which have problems resulting from stress and multiple crises.13

It has been shown that most of rh ilies are better able to cope w

their problems and less likely to abuse or neglect their child when they receive

suppor Lve treatment servi _s.14



Head Start's involvement during the treatment process should not be

underaemphasi While Head Start programs are not to become the primary

agency in the treatment of abuse and neglect they can and have played a

significant role by working cooperatively with other community agencies,

Head Start 'programs are a _ ong sburce of stability, support and n ti-

nu ty for both abused and neglected children and their families. For these

reasons it is'very important for the abused or-neglected child to remain

involved- his or her Head Start program if at all possible, since this may

be one of the few sources of help available in the community.

EXAMPLES OF TREATMENT SERVICES

OPSCENCY HOMEMAKER - One way to assist a family work through a crisis, while

-iiignring protection of the children, is to place an emergency homemaker in

home. Persons trained as emergency homemakers are individuals who have

received some training .in how to help families better cope with problems.. They

are available to the family any time of the day or night and will stay with the

family around the clock or tide theM over the crisis or until such time when

other resources can be found and used.

PARENT-AIDE These persons are volunteers who ar e available on a part-time

basis each week. They do everything from going shopping for the parent,

taking a child out df his/het home for an outing, to painting a kitchen. They

are simply a new friend available -to help in any way possible. The parent-

aide is able to take the pressure off an exhausted and fatigued mother who has

a demanding family.



OCRISTS NURSERY - Some communities have a crisis nursery here a child can

be literally dropped off at any critical time when the family is experiencing

a stres sfuI situation. The-nursery is open 24 hours per day and there a

PO limitations on how frequently it.may be used.

THERAPEUTIC PR 100L 7 These programs provide care for the child and make

t possible for the parents to have more time and energy to devote to

solving their problems. Some of these preschools also offer counseling or

therapy f r the children who developed problems when they were abused.

"PARENTS ANOWNOUS - Parents Anonymous is based on the same concept as

Alcoholics Anonymous. .
It is an organization in which any abuSer or potential

abuser can join and participate in group talklses ions. The sessions operate

with or without a leader or facilitator. Unlike Alcoholics AnonyMons,

-eve-. , the -re is no need to admit anything. The mere fact that,you atke 7d

means that you are seeking help. Par,erAts Anonymous can be of great value, but

like many of these organizations, there first must be the self-admission that

one is an actual or potential abuser. For each person who Attends Parents

Anonymous there are many who d_ not believe that they have a problem.

COUNSELING OR THERAPY Many of those who abuse children can benefit from

individual psychotherapy or counseling. Often these services help the parents

or caretakers to pursue job training, further their education, or work toward

a new goal =.
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IOFOSTER CARE Temporary removal of the child from his/her home may be

r

necessary for a variety of reasons: hi d has been abandoned by

parents, the child may be ih immediate danger of being abused, or a

child's only parent ma require hospitalization and therefore is unable

to care for the child. When - adequate treetment Mans can be a. ed\\and

cases periodically reviewed; the foster care service can be a positive

experience for the child and his/her parent(s). Unfortunately foster care

often is not a positive experience.
15 There are many factors which can

make. care a-negative alternative when adequate plAning is not done.

l4 Unless sufficient preparation of both the natural parent(s)

and the child-can be done before the placement is made, the

child will experience emotional trauma because of separation

from his/her parent. This is true of all children even

those severely abused. Obviously preparation of the parent(s)

and child cannot take place in emergency circumstances. There

fore, it is more appropriate in most situations to place an

emergency homemaker in the family-.

41Removal of the child from the lamily- and placement in

foster care may also lead to the child moving from one

foster home to another. Unfortunately, this problem is

too common and is complicated by the fact that foster

care frequently becomes permanent instead of temporary.

Frequent moves from one home to another can be a tragic_

experience for the child. He or she may, as a result,
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never know from one day to rho next who the psychological

parent is, who he or she can count on to be a parent, or

whether he or she may ever have the opportunity to return

home. These harsh experiences will take their tall on

any child.

The above circumstances constitute an example. of the institutional abuse

of children and may have e more negative impact oncthem,than if they had

remaineci,in their home. -In short,'FOSTER CARE CAN BE A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE

WHEN ADEQUATE PLANNING TS2DONE BEFOREHAND AND PERIOOTC CASE REVIEW TAKES

PLACE.

WHAT IF TREATMENT SERVICES FAI

In those cases where parents are found to lack adequate motivation-and/or

the capacity to rear the child despite repeated treatment effortspto help them,

L is necessary to permanently remove the child from the heme. This is done

through a oeurt hearing which Insures that the legal rights of all parties

are represented. TerminaciA of parental rights to the child makes it pob ible

for the Child to be placed for adoption. If appropriate treatment services

have been employed the negative impact of this experience for the child and

his/her parents can be minimized. TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS SHOULD BE

THE LAST RESORT AFTER ALL PREVIOUS EFFORTS TO HELP THE PARENTS HAVE BEEN

EXHAUSTED.
2
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A TREAT TENT R,.XAASYLE OF ANUS
6

This situation occurred in a small c.

munity ofapproximateiy six hundred people.

The abuser was ..an eighteen year old mother

with a small infant, the father was unem

ployed and the family was new in the co

munity and'k no one. The child had

been admitted to the hospital bOcause of,

severe riejures. It was obvious that the

mother had no idea of how to take care of

her baby, even diapering or bathing it.

After distharge from the hospital the

child placed in a foster home in the

same community with a very accepting

foster mother. The real mother went every

day to the foster home and took care of

the baby under the foster mother's guidance.

Th mother accompanied the local health

nurse on home visits and helped with the-
.

care given to individuals. A job

was obtained for the father. Both parents

attended counseling at a mental health

tenter nearby and the local church brought

the parents into the church and town activities

Their londliness was resolved. The child was

returneTto the home approXimately eight months
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A TREAT TENT EXAMLEOF NEGLECT

A hypothetical Head Start case could

be as follows:

Late last fall a Head Start teacher

reported four year old Julie to the local

department of social services for suspected

neglect-

'Julie was a small, scrawny, withdrawn

and apathetic young child. She usually

came to school with scaly patches of dirt

on her body, body odor, and occasionally

smelled of urine. She wore large, ill-.

ing and ragged clothing. Julie:had

several episodes of skin rashes which went

untreated until the Head Start nurse in-

sisted she be seen by a local physician.

Julie lacked pep, Her teacher stated she

was always hungry and frequebtly became

aggritssive in taking food from other chil-

dren at mealtimes.

Julie lived with her mother andl.two

older siblings in a sr alit house. The house

was dirty, messy and diso ganized. The-
,

father left the family when Julie was six

months old.
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The mother was withdrawn and depressed

with little interest in her children or

activities outside of the home. She had

a feeling of helplessness and constantly

yelled at the children rather than using

consistent discipline.

Following a report by the Head Start

rker, an investigation by Child Protective

.

S vices substantiated the,complaint of sus-

pected neglect. The Head Start personnel and

Social Service Workers agreed to work to-

gether in helping this family and accomplished

the following:

Head Start staff took over the supervision

lof the child with regard to nutrition,

hygiene and health care.

Julie received additional attention and

praise whenever possible to compensate

for this lack in the home. Opportunities

for siccess in school and "tender loving

care" were provided.

An attempt was made to establish a warm

relationship between Head Start staff and

the_mother- She-ura s en-Coureged to attend



par&nt meetings and transportat19n was

provided. She participated 'in the Head

Start program dealing with preparation

of meals and the economics of buying

food,

The mother was provided vocational

training and secured a part-time-job

outside of the home.

The mother began to receive group

therapy through the local, Mental

Health Center.

6. A part-time homemaker was placed in

the home for a few hours per day while

the mother was working or attending the

Mental' Health Center.

Cer a period of six months the mother

managed to establish a close relationship

with the Head Start teacher, one in whom she

could confide and trust. Her self-esteem

and confidence,improved and she was able to

provide better care for Julie and improved

management of the home. She participated in

Head Start program activities and is now being

encouraged to take a part-time job as a

parent-aide in the Head Start program.
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SMARY

the use Of many services and the cooperation of numerous'

professionals is dependent on'the individual case and the community's resources.

e to protect the child, to help the parents

find better ways of rearing their 'children and to keep"the family together,

The aims of treatment services

Several types'of treatment approaches are made available. A vatriety of

supportive services can be drawn upon to ach end'as seen in, the above

roily situations. It hale been found that the majority of families are more

abld to rear their children constructively when services are available and,

used. Only after repeated attempts to help the familS, have failed, should

the child be permanently removed from the home.
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ELFASSESSMENT OM: Unit 7

Please answer each ques ion. Af you have done thi

check answers:

turn he page and

Why is the treatment approach to child abuse and neglect
more appropriate than the punishment approach?

Why is it just as important to recogniie and report 'mild
cases of child abuse and neglect as well as severe cases?

3. T F Fear of criminal prosecution often prevents parents from
taking an injured child for il\ edical care.

.T F If adequate planningis doneep'ster care often is a
positive experience .for children.

List ttio tre . lilent.services which`. can be used in the'ho

ilt
without-,xem f vipg the abused child from his or her family.

1.

rre
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* SE SESSNENT iUI2 ANSWERS: Unit 7

CriminA prosecution may embitter the patents. If acquitted,

parents may think their child rearing-methods are acceptable.

If convicted, a prison term will seldom change their behavior.
Criminal prosecution rarely provides rehabilitatiVe treatment.

,

To prevent-severe ca om occurring.

True -\some. parents may be reluctant to seek medical care for

their injured child if they think the police might be called.

True - adequate planning will insure the needs of the child

and his /her family will be _recognized and dealt with when

the child is placed in foster Care:,

Emergency homemaker
Parent-aide
Crisis nursery
Therapeutic preschool
Parents Anonymous--

. Cnunseling
Therapy

If you have missed any
to the negt unit.

the questions read this unit before progressing

REFERENCES FOR UNIT 7
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PREVENTION OF ABUSE AND NEGLECT



STIMULUS C QUIZ

Please answer each gneS'tion. After h4ve done this turn the page

and check your answers.

Current treatment, programs emphasize:
correct response.)'

A. Preventing the recurrence of abuse-.

Preventing the initial episode:

C. None Of the above.

2, T F Much neglect is caused by inadequate information on
the part of the parent or caretaker. .

T F Punishment is necessary to teach children correct

behavior.
17

4. T .F One of the most important parts of primary prevention

is parent involvement in their owaliead Start, program.

ti
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*.M41ANSWERS: Unit 8

A. Preventing the-recurrence of abuse - most treatment
programs offer help to the abused and/or neglected child

and his or her family after abuse has occurred.

2. True, many parents who abuse or neglect their child do
net understand the child'S normal developmental needs.

False - punishment is not necessary to change a child's
behavior.

True s parents who areinVolved in their own Head Start

4ik

grogram are more likely to receive the emo tonal support

they need and therefore less likely to ne _ct or abuse

their child than those parehts'uninvolved in their Head
Start program end who are also socially isolated.

I- LOWING THE

ABLE TO ANS

ETION OF THIS UNIT YOU SHOULD
RTHE FOLLOWING

*What does the term primary prevention mean?

What are sore actions you as a Head Start teacher
might .take to prevent abuse and neglect?

.401411a1 are some actions your Lead Start program might

talcq to prevent abuse and neglect?

40hrhaC are some things you as citizen might do to

prevent abuse and neglect?
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PREVENTION OF ABUSE` AND NEGLECT

There are two types of prevention: primary and secondary.' When applied

to the problems of _child abuse and negledt PRIMARY PREVENTION refers to action

- ,which is taken to insure,. child abuse and neglect will not occur. On the other

hand, SECONDARY PREVENTION are those steps which are taken after Child abuse

or neglect-bas already_happemedit ts belitved-that-by-providing-treatm

once abUse or neglect has occurred, it will be prevented from recurring.

SHORTFRIMARY PREVENTION INVOLVES STEPS TAKEN BEFORE THE CHILD IS ABUSED

WHILE SECONDARY PREVENTION. INVOLVES TREATMENT ASTER THE ABUSE HAS TAKEN PLACE.2

It seems that,society has placed more emphasis on treating child abuse

and neglect after it has occuTrecrsk(secondary prevention) than on programs to

prevent its occurrence.. Since discussion of sccondarY prevention is found in

the "Treatment" unit-of this text, prinary prevention will be discussed at this

time,

Stait

relationship to child abuse and neglect, caribe said that Head

a program that provid es primaiy prevention services. Head Start is

_the premise that all children share certain needs, and that children

a -

- income families, in particular, can benefit from a comprehensive -

developmental' progra 'to meet -these needs. The overall goal of the Head Start

:program is to bring abou' a.greater degree of socialco p tencein children of

--6c0me families. To act mPlish this goal, Head Start ha's established
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objectives and program performance standards for education, health services;

mental health, nutrition, social services and parent involvement. A Head

Start program that is meeting or exceeding the Program Perf6rmance Standards

is providing services to foster development, remedy problets and to

involve the child's entire family as well as the community.-These services

are preventive in nature andare the fundamental components of the Head

Start program.

Few would disagree that rearing children is an awesome responsibility

which requires knowledge about the needs and normal development of children.

For a variety of reasons many parents lack this information and understanding.

As you may recall in the unit on "Charaeteris c Of Abute and ,Neglect" this

is particularly true for many parpnts who abuse and/or-neglect their children.

In light of this you'should be sensitive to parents who have inappropriate

parental attitudes and /or expectations of their children. Then these In

stances c ur you need not hesitate to discuss these attitudes or- expectations

with the parent. Many times the parent may be uninformed ebout the needs of

their child. Keep in mind that all parents sincerely want to be good parents

but some simply need more information in order to do so. Most parents will

appreciate your advice.

Informing parents can be' on a one-to-one basis in parent-teacher con-

ferenoes or it might occur in a group meeting with parents who express an

interest in enrolling their child in yo

eated

program. If the parents are inter-
'',

---

this is a good time to discuss with them appropriate ways of raising

-children.



The above ways for ', involving parents may also serve additional pr even-
.

tive benefits.' Many perentswho neglect or abuSe their children are lonely

and have a low opinion of themselves.
3

Efforts on your part to reach out to

parents, to.be genuinely interested in them as persons and sensitive to their

-
questions and concerns are ways of helping them improve their self-confidence

and feelings of self-worth,' The feeling of loneliness which many parents

experience can be overcome by the warm relationship you have them and

by their meeting other parents who have similar problems.

If Head Start personnel are to assist parents in understanding the needs

and development of their children,, the staff itself should have accurate

information in- -these areas. For this reason, Head Start programs need to

provide in- service training for employees. ..These opportunit4es should be

able to new staff and to all personnel on.an on-going basis.

A most-important Ott of primary prevention Is-parent involvement in-

their own Head Start program. Many parents who have the potential to abuse-

or neglect their children have had no one to turn to for help and advice.

Parent involvement in their Head Start program may -allow them to develop and

experience closer relationships with others. Therefore, the parent involve -

ment policy should be highly supported by staff and board members.

Head Stmt policy and staff- should also help parents recognize that-the

use of physilel force is not necessary to change or _odify a child's behavior

Many people mistakenly believe physical punishment is the 1es%, way of

handling a child's misbehavior. It should be noted that verbal and emotional

abuse can have extremely destructive consequences for children. Since parents

may 10W-to-Heed-Start staff for the best methods they can use in handling .

their:child, theetaff should be aware of this and set a good example.
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The social services objectives and performance standards of the Head

Start Program Performance Standards should be considered in any plans or

discussions of local procedures for the identification and reporting of

child abuse And neglect. The Head Start policy instructions on child abuse

and neglect` are implicit in the.social services performance standards.

The requirements for the identification and reporting of child
,

abuse. and

neglect should be considered as an integral part of the Head Start social

services' component. The performance standards have requirements and provide

plidance'for such related activities aS counsAing, emergency assistance,

community services information,-follow-up of referrals, advocacy, id'enti-

fication of social service needs, cooperation-with existing-community resources,

improving and developing services, preparing a

confidentiality of records.

unity resource list and



SELFASSESSMENT QUIZ: Unit 8

Please answer each question. After you have done this turn the page and

check youranswers.

1. T F Primary prevention involves steps taken before the
child is abused.

2. T P Society places more emphasis on secondary prevention
than primary prevention.

3. T F Many persons who neglect their children simply lack
adequate.information about their Child's needs.

T F Head Start staff need to possess adequate information
about the developmental needs-of children.

WhatCan you do to be sensitive to the needs -of parents'
whose children your program serves?

.1

As a citizen what can you7do to prevent the so i5ral-
-abuae and neglect of children?

T F An effective'method of handling a child's misbehavior ,

is physical punishmen't.

us
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*SELF-ASSESSI. NT

True - primary prevention is
to reduce the possibility of

True - society supports more
preventive programs.

True

RS: Unit 8

action taken which seeks
abuse from occurring.

treatment prOgra than

True - if Head Start staff are to properly carry out
their jobs they should understand the developmental
needs of children.,_

Be available-if they wish to talk to you, be sensitive
their concerns and questions, provide accurate infor-

mation in answering their questions.

6. Support social policy which promotes the health
of children and demand institations respect the
of individuals.

7: False

and welfare'
legal rights

If you missed any of the questions re-read this unit before progressing to
the concluding statemenF.

Kerby
tembe

Ibid.

REFERENCES FOR UNIT

/ /

T. Al "flIreVen g Child' buse," American Fsycholo i t (Sep-

1975), P- 92'

1
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U.S. Department of Health, Education; and Welfare fi,ce o _Human

Development, Office ,of Child pevelopment, Children's Bureau,, National

=Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Abuse and Ne
ect7 aPLio:

Pro-

blem and I a ement. Volume 1: v Problem

ington,. D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1975 , p. 19.

CONCLUpINGSTATEMENT

You have now completed this self-instrdctional learning text: You

should have a good basic knowledge of those uspeCts of child abuse and

'aeglect that you are most olikely to encounter in your Head Start p

You do not have all the answers, but you:should be able to enter discussions

and.help make decisions in those areas of child abuse and neglect that are -

not clear-cut and,prec e. You should be able to participate effectiveliin

the development Of policies and procedures imrtinentto your of p

P -

which will- be in compliance with the national Head Start policy and yout state

law. You should be awarelof the individuals and agencies to contact, in ybur

commnunity and know at without collaborative and cooperative effort a ha-

a

bilitative program for a fami1y-is likely to fail.

4

Perhaps more than anything else you should have attaf.ned e sensitivity

to people

daily living that they abuse_ or neglect theirethildren. Your new knowledge

,

should lead you to a compassionate understanding of their difficult_ 'and

in trouble: thos so,overwhelMed
.

by .the stresses and strains, of

the ability as well as :he desi e to lend a helping hand.
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The purpose of this text is to assist Head Start personnel with the pre-7

vent n, identification, reporting and treatment of abused and neglected

children and their families. The text does not supply all the answers to

child abuse and neglect, nor does it spell out what your local program

ties and procedures on child abuse and neglect. should be. This inforAation

is intended to serve as a spring-board for discussion of child abuse.and n leacr

in staff dvel:opment and in -service training sessions.r.

We hope that what you have learned so far will encourage you to see

out additional infer

Lion in the appendix.

eg

We have included additional sources of informa-
.
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APPENDIX

SOURCES OF. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

OASSOCIATIONS:

American Humane Association
Children's Division
P.O. Box 1266
Denver, Colorado 80201 extenst publication available)

Child Abuse Listening Mediation (CALM)

P.O. BoX 718
Santa Barbara, California 93102 (volunteer program)

Child Welfare League of America
67 Irving Place
New York, New York 10003

Children's Bureau
Administration for Children, Youth and Families
P.O. Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013 (federal agency)

Day Care and Child Development Council of America
1401 K Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20085

National Center fot the Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect

University of Colorado Medical Center
1001 Jasmine Street
Denver, Colorado 80220

National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse
Suite 510, Ill East Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Parents Anonymous
2801 Artesia Boulevard
Redondo Beach, California 90278 .(parent self-help)

National Center for Comprehensive Emergency Servicf;s to Children in Crisis

320 Metro Howard Office Building'
25 Middleton Street
Nashville, Tennessee 37210

FEDERAL WILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT SPECIALISTS:

(Located in each Regional Office of the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare and in the Indian and Migrant Programs Divlsion of the Head Start Bureau. -)
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CD LOCAL AGENCIES TO CONTACT:

_hild Protective Services Supervi
N-

County or State Attorney General

County Medical Society

C) Ann) VISUAL AID

Films

1. Barb: Breaking the C cle of Child Abuse. MotorolaTeleprograms, Inc.,

4825 N. Scott Street, Schiller Park, Illinois 60176. 16mm; color;

281/2 mins.; $375.00; $50 /wk. rental.

Don't Give Motorola Tcleprogr ms, Inc.,-4825 N. Scott Street,

Schiller Parkillinois 60176. 16mm; color; 281/2 mins.; $375. _

$50/wk. rental.

Cipher In The Snow. Brigham Young Unlverity, Media Marketing, W-170

Stad., Provo, Utah 84602. 16mm; color; 24 mins.; $265.00; $14.00

1st day, $2.00 each extra day rental.

4. Incest: The Victim Nobody Knows. 'Mitchell Gebhaf'dt
Bush Street, San Francisco, California 94l09.

i
. ,

$350.-00;' $40.00 Ventat.'
I -

Child Abuse: Cradle )f Violence. Motorola Teleprorams, inc. 4825 N.

Scott S,treet,SchillerPark, Illinois- 60176. 16mm; color;,20 mins.;

A$340.00; $50/. rental.',

'93

Company, 1380
6mm; .eolor; 21 mins.;

Slide Tape,

'"Child Abuse and Neglect - A Basic View"
from: Child Abuse and Neglect Resource Cente,

Institute of Child Behavior and Development
, The University : low

Oakdale, Iowa 2319 \

C)TRAINING MATERIALS.

National Center on Child AbOse and\Neglect; e Can Hel- . A Curriculum in the'

Identification Re ortin- 'Referral and Case Mona ement of Child Abuse an_

Neglect. 1976. 1

0-
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The following materials from the National Center on Child Abuse- and Neglect
curriculum may be of value in conjunction with various units in'thistext.
These materials should, be available after the summer of J977. For more in-

formation contact the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Administration
for Children, Youth and Families, P.O. Box 1182, Washington, D.C. 20013.

1) Physical Indicate Signs of Alert. 1 cassette, 1 filmstrip.

2) Physical Abuse: Behavior Can Tell Us. 1 cassette, 1 filmstrip:

Identifying Neglect, Before ICE, Too Late. 1 cassette, 1 filmst

r.

4) Investigating Child Abuse and Neglect. 1-16mm film.

p-

5) Child,Abuse and Neglect: at'the Educator Sees. 1 cassette, 1 filmstrip.

FURTHER READINGS .

Books

Leavi
Jer

,,Jerome E. The Bat_

ey; General Learning

Young, Leontine-. Wednesd,-

New York, New York: McG

Articles

creel Child: Selected Readings. Morristown,

Corporation, 1974..

Children: AStud- of Child Ne lestandAbuse.
Book Company, 1964.

"Guidelines for Schools." Denver: American Humane Association, 1971.

Hopkins, Joan. "The Nurse and the Abused Child." From Nursing

North America, 5 (4), December 1970.

Newberger, Eli. "Interdisciplinary Management'o
anti Progress." From Four 'Tational S m.osium on Child Abuse t)eaver:

American Humane Association, 1975.

Child'Abuse: Problems

Reskow, Judith Gantly. "Child Abuse. What the Educator Should Know.
New Jersey Education Association Review, J973.

r

Wasseriman, Sidney. "The Abused Farenof the Abused Child." Childr

September, -- October, 1967.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR HEAD START ADMINISTRATORS ON USE OF THIS TEXT

This text is composed of eight separate units; The total time required

to complete the text is'appreximately fourtosix,heurs. There are several

ways of uning this text:

Read and discuss one or more -units in a specified time

period depending on staff preference=

Schedule additional discussion periods to review un

resolved or controversial issues.

Include local professionals or approOriatd individuals
from your community .(Parents Anonymous members, law

enforcement personnel, child protective service workers,

physicians, nurses, attorneys, etc.) as resource people

for yourAiscussion groups.

Utilize films and other appropriate audiovisual material.
(Please refer to Sources of Additional Information.)

e) The Head Start.staff member coordinating abuse and,neglect
activities Should Se sensitive to those individuals who

may have dif_91.culty with sections of the textrApproptiate
assistance. Should be given as indicated.

This text can be utilized as a reference source for
motion and materials for presentations to professionals and

lay audiences.'
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REFERENCE GUIDE FOR HEAD START DIRECTORS IN IMPLEMENTING.
HEAD START POLICY INSTRUCTION ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

The following outline will serve as a brief teferenceguide for-Head

Start directors -in implementing the Federal Policy Instruction for the

Identification and Reporting of Child Abuse and Neglect., While He StartStar

programs are to report abuse and neglect in accordance with the specific

definitions in their own state law, it is helpful to ,keep the basic differ-
.,

ences in mind.

Abuse generally refers to acts such as-beatings or excessive
punishment, while

11gle4L refers to a lack of action such as failure
food, clothing, shelter or emotional care,

o provide

The new Head Start policy requires that all instances of suspected abuse and

neglect be reported regardless of whether Head Start staff are permissive or

mandatory reporters, if the state taw provide's immunity.

Head'Start directors should:

1 Obtain a copy of the state reporting law on child abuse and

neglect. Determine whether Head Start personnel are mandatory

or permissive reporters. If Head Sta. rt personnel are specifically

designated in the law, they should Consider themselves in the

same .category as preschool and day care staff.

Review the Head Start PrOgram "Policy Instruction for the Iden-

tification andsReporting of Child Abuse and Neglect." (An-outline

of the main areas and a copy of the Policy Instruction can be

1
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found in Unit 1 the Self - Instructional Text for Head S

Personnel.)

Inform staff that agenc.ica and delegate agencies are to maintain

confidentiality of abuse and neglect records in accordance with

state law.

Point out to staff that Head Start programs are to work with child

protective service agencies who deal with abuse and neglect.

Emphasize that Head Start programs are not to become

primary treatment programs or undertake treatment on

their own. Emphasize the important preventive role

Head 'Start plays in respect to abuse and neglect.

5. Share with staff that Head Start programs are to make eyery effort

to retain abused and neglected children. They may also admit

a'legedly abused and neglected Children who are referred'by child

protective service agencies if the families are eligible for

Mad-Start and are approved by the Policy Council.

6. Appoint a staff member to cloordinate child abuse and neglect

act vities. The staff member will carry out the following

rest ies:

Establish and maintain relationships with community agencies

which are also involved with abuse and,neglec ,.These in

elude agencies which provide child protective services and

any other agency which has legal responsibility for re-

ceiving reports of abuse and neglect. (Please 'refer to

Unit 6 of the Self-Instructional Text for Head Start`. ersonnel.)
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Inform staff regarding the agency's,procedure for iden-

tifying and reporting suspected abuse and neglect within

the Head Start pr (See Unit 5 - Characte istics

of Abuse and Neglect and Unit 6 - Reporting of Abuse

and Neglect in the Self-Instructional Text for Head

Start Personnel.)

Inform parents and staff of the legal requirements

for the reporting of abuse andneglect.

- Report suspected abuse and neglect to .the: appropriate

community agency.

Discuss the report with the family "if it appears des
/

able-or necessary to do so." (Please refer to Unit 1

f the Se -InstrectionalTex- for Head Start Personnel

for additional information on this point.)

Determine which social and medical resources in the continuity

are available for abused-and neglected children and their

families.

7. Provide a brief orientation program for staff regarding'the iden

tificat on and reporting of child.abuse and neglect. (The Self-

Instructional Text for Head Start Personnel can serve as a spring-
,

board for the discussion of abuse and neglect in staff development

and in-service training sessions. From these discussions local

policies and procedures can then be developed and implemented.)

Provide an orientation program for the parents which would focus

on: a) the need for prevention of ,child abuse and neglect, b

the need,forprotection for abused and neglected children.
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SUGGESTED UESTIONS FOR DETERMINING AGENCY COMPLIANCE WITH

HEAD START POLICY INSTRUCTION ON CHILD ABUSE AND N

Head Start Dir ctor_ ay find the following list of questions helpful in

determining agency compliance with policy instruction;

(l) Head Start staff familiar with -their state's child abuse and.

neglect laws?

Do,personnel recognize whether they are mandatory or permissive

reporters?

3) Are records pertaining to child abuse or neglect kept confid.7ntial?

(4) Are the staff members aware of the following areas:

a) That Head Start' Centers on their own will NOT undertake
to treat cases of child abuse and neglect or become a

primary treatment program.

That the staff will cooperate fully with child protective.
service agencies.

That programs will make every effort to retain allegedly

abused and neglected children in their programs.
r

7
That children referred by child protective agencies whose
'families meet eligibility requirements for Head Start can
be enrolled in the program if sanctioned by the Policy

CounCil.

That Head Start has an important preventive role to play in
relation to child abuse and neglect.

Has each Head Start agency and delegate agency appointed a staff

member to be responsible for abuse and neglect activities? The

activities include the following areas:

) Establish and maintain rel4ionships with community agencies
which provide, 'child protective,services and any other agency

which receives report, of abuse and neglect.

b). Inform parents and staff regarding, to cal and state child abfise

and neglect laws.

c) Know available Medical and social services in the community
which offer assistance.to abgsed and neglected children and

their families.



d) Report child abuse and neglect cases on behalf ofthe
Head' Start program-in accordance with state and local

laws.

"Discuss-the:report with the family if it appears
desirable or necessary to do so." (Federal Register,
January,26, 1977, p. 4971.)

Inform staff regArding the agency's procedure for iden-
tifying and reporting abuse and neglect.

4
Has the Head Start agency and delegate agency provided orientation
and/or training in

a) Identification and reporting of child abuse and neglect
for staff.

Prevention and protection for abused and ne ected children

for parents;
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